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OPENING DOORS

As our community works to bridge societal divides
and find ways for the past to inform the present,
the Madison Experience serves as a doorway to
accomplishment and a hopeful future for all. P26
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FULL FRAME

Walking the walk
A JMU experiential learning tour in the spring followed the Freedom
Riders’ path through Alabama and Georgia. (Left): Civil rights marchers led by the Rev. Martin Luther King Jr. cross the Edmund Pettus
Bridge in Selma, Alabama, in March 1965 after being turned back by
state troopers. (Right): JMU students walking across the same bridge.
19 6 5 PHOTOGR A PH COU RT E SY OF T H E BE TT M A N N COL L ECT ION/
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FULL FRAME

‘To touch that history and to walk through it, and to
meet people who were part of it and are dedicating
their lives to sharing it and teaching it, really
allowed me to see that I’m not just reading about
this history, that I am in fact a part of it.’
— TALEIA BARKSDALE,
experiential learning trip participant
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This issue of Madison explores the multitude of ways
JMU helps students realize their dreams and fuels
one of the most important of transformations —
multicultural awareness and understanding.
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LETTERS

Executive Editor Andy Perrine
received this note about the
Spring/Summer 2015 issue:

I

was reading Madison, as I normally do,
and felt compelled to write to you. I think
you have done a masterful job making this
publication highly interesting and relevant. The design, layout, and color scheme
are unusually attractive and invite the reader
to continue on. … It is clear to me that this is
a highly intentional design, one that works on
pretty much every page. I know you have put
a good deal of energy and talent into this publication over the years. It has clearly
worked. … We have a one-of-a-kind publication. Seriously.
Eric Pappas, ISAT professor, School of Engineering founding faculty member

Provost and Senior Vice President, Academic Affairs

M AG G I E B U R K H A R T E VA N S
Executive Assistant to the President

B R I A N C H A R E T T E ( ’93, ’99M)

Special Assistant to the President, Strategic Planning and Engagement

A R T H U R T. D E A N I I ( ’93, ’99M)

Executive Director, Campus & Community Programs for Access and Inclusion

D O N N A L . H A R P E R ( ’ 77, ’81M, ’86ED.S.)
Vice President, Access and Enrollment Management

CHAR LE S W. KI N G J R .
Senior Vice President, Administration and Finance

N I C K L . L A N G R I D G E ( ’00, ’07M, ’14P H .D.)
Vice President, University Advancement

Madison continues to receive many
examples of engaged learning at JMU,
including this note from English professor Mark Rankin, who led a short-term
study-abroad course in London this
summer exploring the writings of Shakespeare and Queen Elizabeth I.

M A R K J . WA R N E R ( ’ 79, ’81M, ’85ED.S.)

Senior Vice President, Student Affairs and University Planning

SUSAN L . WHEELER
University Counsel and Special Assistant Attorney General
VICE PROVOSTS

M A R I L O U J O H N S O N ( ’80 )
Academic Development

L I N DA C A B E H A L P E R N
University Programs

Y VO N N E R . H A R R I S
Research and Scholarship
DEANS

CYNTH IA M . BAU E R LE
Science and Mathematics

JIE CHEN
Graduate School

M A R Y A . G O WA N
Business

DAV I D K . J E F F R E Y
Arts and Letters

R O B E R T A . KO LVO O R D
Integrated Science and Engineering

S H A R O N E . L OV E L L ( ’85)
Health and Behavioral Studies

A DA M L . M U R R AY
Libraries and Educational Technologies

G E O R G E E . S PA R K S
Visual and Performing Arts

PHILLIP M. WISHON
Education
A L U M N I A S S O C I AT I O N O F F I C E R

H E AT H E R H E D R I C K ( ’00 ), President
PA R E N T S C O U N C I L C H A I R S

C H R I S and K I M B I G G E R S H AY E S ( ’14P, ’17P)

JMU students show off their printing
skills at Oxford's Bodleian Library.

“During an outing, students visited the
Bodleian Library’s Bibliography Room,
Old Schools Quadrangle, Oxford, where
they were instructed in the technology of
the hand-operated printing press and in
the process of type. The students received an
opportunity to set their names in a composing stick, transfer their set type to a galley,
and print a memento of the visit with their
names and the seal of Oxford University.
… The students were giddy with excitement. … They gained an appreciation of
this side of Shakespeare studies, and it was
one of the highlights of the trip.”
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Our cover story in the June digital
edition of Madison, “Walking the
walk,” about JMU students following
the path of the Freedom Riders of the
1960s through Alabama and Georgia, brought back memories for JMU
Public Safety Director Emeritus Alan
MacNutt. MacNutt was one of a small
party at Robert Gray Army Airfield
Operations providing logistical support for the transportation of military
police from Fort Hood, Texas, to
Selma, Alabama, in March 1965.
“Of all the airlifts we had, that one
stands out as the most gratifying. … We
all felt a sense of pride for our efforts at
the time. [However] it was not until
years later … during a major anniversary of the Selma march that it hit me,
the importance of the role we 15 Army
personnel played in facilitating that support operation authorized by President
Johnson’s Executive Order.”
EDITOR’S NOTE: The image that

spurred MacNutt’s recollection was
taken during a spring experiential
learning trip hosted by the Center for
Multicultural Student Services. See “Full
Frame” (inside cover). For more on the
trip, visit jmu.edu/madisonmagazine.
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$18.7

million raised

THANK YOU!!

20,859 TIMES!
That’s how many of you gave to JMU during
FY2016.* It was, quite simply, a recordbreaking year once again. On the heels of the
Presidential Listening Tour and the release of
The Madison Plan (JMU’s 2014-20 strategic
plan), your enthusiastic support clearly affirms
JMU’s vision of becoming the national model
for the engaged university.

8,610

alumni donors

Thank you, donors, for your belief in

6,530

first-time donors

The future is indeed bright.

Why Madison?
Presidential
Listening Tour

JMU releases
The Madison Plan

FY2015 giving
tops $18M for the
first time

More than 3,000
donors participate
in JMU’s first-ever
Giving Day

2013

2014

2015

March 2016

Fiscal Year 2016: July 1, 2015—June 30, 2016.
Published*FY2016
by JMU=Scholarly
Commons, 2016

FY2016 ends with
a record number of
donors and a record
$18.7M in total
dollars raised

June 2016
FA L L
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EXECUTIVE EDITOR

University Communications and Marketing videography assistant
Buddy Harlow is a media arts and design major with a concentration in digital video and cinematography. His creativity is behind
this issue’s Full Frame on the inside front cover. You’ll rarely find
him without a camera within arm’s length, but when he’s not taking
pictures or creating videos, he enjoys writing and recording music
with his friends.

A N D R E W D . P E R R I N E ( ’86)
S E N I O R E D I T O R -AT- L A R G E

PA M B R O C K
SENIOR EDITOR

JA N G I L L I S ( ’07, ’11P)
ART DIRECTOR

BILL THOMPSON
EDITORS

J I M H E F F E R N A N ( ’96 )
JA N E T S M I T H ( ’81)

Diego Catala (’16) majored in writing, rhetoric and technical communication at JMU, and worked with University Communications and
Marketing as a writing assistant. His piece on JMU's Valley Scholars
program, “If you could change one thing,” appears on Page 14. Catala
is pursuing a career in marketing and communications.

S T U D E N T E D I T O R I A L A S S I S TA N T S

CHASE MASZLE
SAM ROTH
D I G I TA L C O N T E N T T E A M

C H R I S M E Y E R S ( ’11, ’15M)
JUSTIN ROTH
T R E Y S E C R I S T ( ’15)
C O DY T R OY E R

Communications Associate Mary Evans (’15) started in University
Communications and Marketing as an intern and is living the dream
as she continues to work with social media, writing and working on
various communication plans. Before she gave away her last name
(McGhan) to marriage, she explored more of her Irish roots and the
ancient tradition of Irish storytelling with her feature “Teaching an
old culture new tricks” on Page 38.

PHOTOGRAPHERS

C AT H Y K U S H N E R ( ’87)
M I C H A E L M I R I E L L O ( ’09M)
T I F FA N Y S H O WA LT E R
DESIGNERS

L A U R A D E B U S K ( ’14)
S A R A H P. JAC O B S E N ( ’13)
LY N DA R A M S E Y
RINN SIEGRIST
C A R O LY N W I N D M I L L E R ( ’81)

Brad Jenkins (’99) is general manager of The Breeze, which the
Society of Professional Journalists recently named the Best AllAround Non-Daily Student Newspaper in the nation. You will find his
feature on civic mentoring at JMU on Page 37. Jenkins is working
on a master’s degree in College Student Personnel Administration
at JMU, the place he met his future wife Melissa (’98) when he was
a freshman and she a sophomore. They have three children.

CONTRIBUTING OFFICES
A N D D E PA R T M E N T S

Alumni Relations, Athletics, Donor
Relations, Parent Relations, University
Communications and Marketing
F O R A D D R E S S U P D AT E S , E M A I L :

advancementgr@jmu.edu
or call 540-568-2821
C O N TA C T T H E M A D I S O N S TA F F :

Email: madisonmag@jmu.edu
or call 540-568-2925
For Class Notes go to
www.jmu.edu/alumni
Madison magazine, 127 W. Bruce St.,
MSC 3610, JMU, Harrisonburg, VA 22807

Jon Reed, outreach coordinator for JMU Libraries, Laura DrakeDavis, JMU digital collections librarian and administrator for JMU
Scholarly Commons, and Kristen Shuyler, director of outreach
and partnerships at JMU’s Libraries and Educational Technologies,
collaborated on By the Numbers on Page 23. JMU Scholarly Commons provides access to Madison's extensive digital footprint in
scholarly research.

Madison is an official publication of
JMU and is produced by the Division
of University Advancement for alumni,
parents of JMU students, faculty, staff
and friends of JMU.
Editorial office: JMU, 127 W. Bruce St., MSC
3610, Harrisonburg, VA 22807.

NOTICE OF NON-DISCRIMINATION AND EQUAL OPPORTUNITY: James Madison University does not discriminate on the

basis of age, disability, race or color, height or weight, national or ethnic origin, political affiliation or belief, religion, sex, sexual
orientation, gender identity or expression, veteran status, parental status (including pregnancy), marital status, family medical
or genetic information, in its employment, educational programs, activities and admissions. JMU complies with all applicable
federal and state laws regarding non-discrimination, affirmative action, and anti-harassment. JMU prohibits sexual and
gender-based harassment, including sexual assault, and other forms of inter-personal violence.
The responsibility for overall coordination, monitoring and information dissemination about JMU’s program of equal
opportunity, non-discrimination, Title IX, and affirmative action is assigned to the Office of Equal Opportunity & Title IX.
Inquiries or complaints may be directed to the Office of Equal Opportunity & Title IX: James Robinson, Director and Title IX
Coordinator 540-568-6991, www.jmu.edu/oeo, oeo@jmu.edu. (Revised December 2015)
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The spirit of possibility

riven by a deep commitment to learn about and
report on “the will of the people,” Dr. George
Gallup founded the American Institute of Public
Opinion in 1935. When his survey method correctly predicted that Franklin Roosevelt would
win the 1936 presidential election—contradicting other popular polls at the time—the institute’s credibility soared.
Soon after, with the national newspaper syndication of “The Gallup
Poll,” and nearly constant citations in the press, the name “Gallup”
became the most trusted source for opinion research on issues of
every sort.
To this day, Gallup continues to
explore the public’s opinion on myriad topics, including the well-being
of college and university graduates.
In 2014, Gallup partnered with Purdue University to survey more than
29,000 adults with a bachelor’s degree
or higher on a number of dimensions
shaping their personal well-being,
including a feeling of purpose, a sense
of community, financial stability,
social support and physical health.
With such a large sample size, the
resulting “Gallup Purdue Index” is
regarded as an extremely reliable source. What is most interesting
about the index—and exciting to me as president of James Madison University—is that the factor most correlated with a higher
sense of purpose and well-being among graduates is having had
a faculty member take personal interest in them while they were
a student. Anyone with even a passing familiarity with Madison
knows that this is a welcoming place where excellent faculty really
do care about students as people. Alumni tell me all the time that
their best memories of JMU are the relationships they built with
professors, staff members and their fellow students. It’s really what
sets Madison apart.
Now we have very credible confirmation that this
is so. In 2016, JMU contracted with Gallup to survey our alumni. They were
asked to rate themselves
against the same dimensions
used in the Gallup Purdue
Index. On every dimension
of well-being, JMU alumni
scored not only far above the

‘We’ve always
believed that
the Madison
Experience was
superior. Now we
have objective
data to support
that belief.’

OTOGR A P H BY M I KE M I R I EL LO (’09 M)
PublishedP Hby
JMU Scholarly Commons, 2016

national average for graduates from all colleges and universities, but
they also scored significantly above the average of alumni who graduated from the Top 100 colleges and universities in the U.S. News &
World Report rankings.
The full report from Gallup will be completed in October. But
right now, all throughout this issue of Madison, you will see stories
that provide clear examples of the kind of engagement that leads our
graduates to feeling a sense of purpose in their lives and to finding
well-being in every aspect of their experiences. Truly, these pages
burst with exuberance and the spirit of possibility. Enjoy.
Finally, on a personal note, as a university president I get to view higher
education from a unique vantage
point. Day in and day out, working
with a diverse team of talented people,
I grapple with the challenging yet
highly rewarding decisions required
to run a big university. I also get to
welcome new students and their families to campus every summer. But this
perspective did not prepare me for the
feelings I have experienced during the
last six months as my wife Mary Ann
and I toured colleges and universities
with our daughter Eleanor, a rising
high-school senior who plans to major in theater.
Seeing institutions of higher education from the shoes of a parent
of a soon-to-be college student has given me a different lens on the
value and importance of our work at JMU. First, to parents of current
and prospective JMU students, my sense of responsibility for having
your trust—enough trust in JMU to send us your precious daughters
and sons—has increased even further. As we approach this important transition in the life of our own immediate family, my devotion
to assuring that your sons and daughters have a wonderful learning
experience at Madison has taken on another dimension. And second,
Madison is an incredibly special place. Of course, I already knew
that. And Gallup just confirmed it with their thoughtful and penetrating research. But having toured some highly regarded peer institutions and seeing them through the eyes of a father and a potential
tuition-payer, the specialness of Madison has been confirmed for me
in a new and more personal way.

Jonathan R. Alger
President, James Madison University
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Madison gains
Honors College

J
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‘JMU is offering opportunities for students who will be better positioned to
start leading earlier in their careers.’

SMAD studio named
for Alison Parker (’12)

T

ty®
si
er

JMU is now home to an Honors College
following approval by the State Council of
ison Uni
Higher Education for Virginia on July 19.
ad
v
M
The university had been in the process of promoting its strong Honors Program to the level
Honors
of an Honors College for the last several years.
College
Bradley R. Newcomer, formerly director of
the Honors Program, will serve as dean of the
new college.
The Honors Program at Madison began in
1961 with a senior thesis focus, and grew under
the leadership of former directors Joanne Gabbin and Barry Falk to encompass students
from all JMU colleges. The program is currently operating as a college, Newcomer said, and
— PR E SI DE N T JONAT H A N R . A LGE R, on JMU’s new Honors College
having the formal designation will allow the program to continue to grow. Jonathan R. Alger. “Our newest college will benefit highly motivated
The promotion to a college will not require any students and further distinguish JMU as a university well worth considering as a place where rich educational opportunities flourish.”
structural or curricular changes.
Recruitment for the Honors College will begin this fall, with
“By advancing our program to an Honors
College, JMU is offering opportunities for stu- the inaugural freshman cohort joining JMU in Fall 2017. Students
Bradley R.
dents who will be better positioned to start lead- who are currently enrolled in the Honors Program will be grandfaNewcomer
ing earlier in their careers,” said JMU President thered into the new college.

he School of Media Arts and Design’s television studio in
Harrison Hall has been named for Alison Parker (’12), an
alumna of the school who, along with cameraman Adam
Ward, was shot and killed last year during a live interview
for the Roanoke, Virginia, CBS affiliate WDBJ-7.
The Alison B. Parker Television Studio was announced during
SMAD’s annual banquet in April. During her time at JMU, Parker
worked in the studio as a reporter and anchor for “JMU Today” and
as part of class projects. She also was a news editor at The Breeze.

Also at the banquet, two
SMAD students received the
inaugural Alison B. Parker
Journalism Scholarship.
Kathryn Potter received the
$4,000 scholarship for a
rising senior and Caroline
Brandt received the $1,000
scholarship for a rising junior.
The scholarship fund was
established immediately after
Parker’s death and became
the fastest endowed scholarship in JMU history.

(L to R): SMAD professor Ryan
Parkhurst, scholarship recipient
Caroline Brandt, Barbara and
Andy Parker (Alison’s parents),
scholarship recipient Kathryn
Potter and Chris Hurst (Alison’s
boyfriend).
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NEWS & NOTES

Gibbons razed
to make way for
new dining hall
Three-story replacement is
scheduled to open in Fall ‘18

G

ibbons Hall, a fixture on the
Madison campus since 1964, was
demolished in May to make way
for a larger, more modern dining
facility with expanded menu options.
Aging infrastructure and a growing student population prompted a study which
concluded that replacing Gibbons Hall,
better known as “D-Hall,” was more costeffective than renovating it, said Angela
Ritchie, marketing manager for JMU Dining Services.

D-Hub, a temporary dining facility, has
opened in the parking lot next to Long
Field-Mauck Stadium on Dukes Drive.

Construction on the new three-story
facility began in June. The building is
scheduled to open in Fall 2018.
Meanwhile, a temporary dining facility,
“D-Hub,” has been set up in the R-1 commuter parking lot next to Long Field-Mauck
Stadium on Dukes Drive. D-Hub offers a

similar menu to D-Hall and, like D-Hall,
diners can eat as much as they want. D-Hub
also has walk-up windows so students can grab
breakfast sandwiches, pizza and burgers to go.
When the new D-Hall opens, it will
have a piece of the original—an oven that
has been used at Madison since the 1930s.
“With a history of over 75 years, we couldn’t
resist designing this oven into the new dining hall,” Ritchie said.
The first floor of the new D-Hall will also
house Chick-fil-A as well as new options
such as Qdoba, Steak and Shake, and Freshens Food Studio, which offers rice bowls,
salads and flatbreads. Market One will also
return with updated offerings.
The second floor will feature all-youcan-eat buffet-style dining in a large, open
environment. It will also have balconies with
outdoor seating. The third floor will have
space for banquets, similar to the Montpelier
Room in the East Campus Dining Hall.

Another record year of
private support for JMU

$3.5 million, and the university’s annual giving totals improved to
nearly $5.9 million from $5.2 million in FY2015.
Planned giving fell from $1.3 million to just over $617,000.
However, the university recorded more than $20.2 million in conditional pledges which were not included in the fiscal-year totals.
ames Madison University set a record with more than $18.7 Conditional pledges, which include donor advised funds, certain
million in total funds raised through private philanthropy bequests and other conditional commitments, increased more than
during fiscal year 2016, which ended on June 30, 2016. five-fold over FY2015.
“These back-to-back record years immediately following the
The total eclipsed $18 million for a second consecutive year
president’s listening tour and the release of JMU’s strategic plan
after averaging $10.1 million during the previous three years.
show how strongly our donors believe in the uniIn addition, a record 20,859 donors gave to the
versity’s direction,” Langridge said.
university, including 8,610 JMU alumni, also a
Funds raised
JMU President Jonathan R. Alger gathered
single-year record. A total of 6,530 donors made
input during the 2013 Why Madison? Presidentheir first gifts ever to JMU during the year.
to date
$18.7
tial Listening Tour, which then informed The
“Thank you to all the donors, faculty and staff,
$20
$18.3
Madison
Plan. Released in 2014, the plan serves
students, parents, alumni and friends who have
18
as
Madison’s
strategic roadmap for future success
expressed your belief in JMU through your con16
and
sets
forth
the university’s vision to become
tributions,” said Nick Langridge, vice president
14
$
11.1
the
national
model
for the engaged university,
for university advancement. “You are making an
$
10.8
12
engaged
with
ideas
and
the world.
impact on the Madison Experience for genera10
To
top
off
what
was
already
shaping up as a tretions to come.”
8
mendous
year,
JMU’s
first-ever
Giving Day on
Total giving increased in virtually all types
6
March
15,
2016,
brought
in
a
single-day
record of
of gifts to the university. Individual major gifts
4
2,840
gifts
totaling
almost
$340,000.
The
outpourtotaled more than $8.4 million, up from $8.2
2
ing of support served as further affirmation that
million the previous year. Major gifts from orga2013 2014 2015 2016
something very special is happening at JMU.
nizations increased to nearly $3.8 million from
DOLLARS IN MILLIONS

J

FISCAL YEARS
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NEWS & NOTES

Rhetoric that resonates
Dial testing gauges voters’ reactions in real time

U

ndecided voters are important to any election, perhaps no
more so than in this year’s presidential contest.
“With over 40 percent of the country turning away from
parties and identifying as independents, a central question
determining who becomes our next president is which campaign
will best persuade and turn out weak partisan and undecided voters,” says JMU communication studies professor Dan Schill, an
expert in political communication and media and politics.
But what communication resonates with the undecided voter to
cast his or her ballot for a particular candidate?
Schill has been gauging voters’ reactions to the messages of political hopefuls since 2007. Using dial testing, in which focus groups of
undecided voters turn hand-held dials from 1 to 100 to express their
reaction to points made in a given speech or debate, Schill tracks the

‘The opportunity gave me
a firsthand
look at political messaging theory in
practice.’

average of the responses second-by-second to see which
arguments resonate.
“Dial testing shows us
how and why these voters
are responding to the candidates in real time,” he says.
Schill and Rita Kirk of
Southern Methodist University—where Schill taught
before joining JMU in
2013—have worked with
— JOE DE M SK I (’16),
CNN as researchers to help
Schill’s former research assistant
the network formulate its
political coverage during each of the past three presidential campaigns.
Several of Schill’s students at JMU have helped enlist undecided
voters to participate in dial testing and served as research assistants
at live events.

Professor Dan Schill has conducted
on-air dial testing of undecided voters
for CNN to help the network formulate
its coverage during each of the past
three presidential elections.
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Health sciences
programs have
a new home

T

he new Health and Behavioral Studies Building opened its doors this fall.
The $45.6 million facility, located
adjacent to the Student Success Center, provides much-needed classroom space
and is specifically designed for teaching,
research and collaborative learning.
“We’ll be able to employ the latest technologies and teaching methods in the new
spaces,” said Sharon Lovell, dean of the
College of Health and Behavioral Stud-

The new Health and Behavioral Studies
Building is designed for teaching, research
and collaborative learning.

ies, adding that faculty had input into the
building’s design.
Working across disciplines and programs will be one of the hallmarks of the
new building. “Interprofessional education,
practice and research is critical now and our
accrediting bodies require it,” Lovell said,
“so we designed the building so disciplines
are mixed across floors, which will facilitate
that kind of interaction.”
Among the building’s amenities are 13
research laboratories; 17 classrooms; 19
teaching laboratories; two lecture halls
with seating for 165; a speech, language and
hearing clinic; a food production laboratory; and a patient simulation laboratory.
Location is another benefit, Lovell said.
With frontage along Martin Luther King

Working across disciplines and programs
will be one of the hallmarks of the new
building, says CHBS Dean Sharon Lovell.

Jr. Way (formerly Cantrell Avenue), the sixstory building is easy to find for community
members who participate in its research labs
and receive services in its clinics.
Four of the college’s seven departments—communication sciences and
disorders, health sciences, nursing, and
social work—made the move this summer from the Health and Human Services
Building on East Campus. The other three
departments will remain in their current
locations for the foreseeable future, with
kinesiology in Godwin Hall, graduate psychology in Johnston and Miller halls, and
psychology in Miller Hall.

Debate team coaches
museum’s TED-Ed Club

M

embers of the JMU Debate Team helped 13 area middle-school students present TED-style talks to a live
audience in Grafton-Stovall Theatre in April.
The program was sponsored by the Harrisonburg
Explore More Discovery Museum’s TED-Ed Club. Based on the
popular TED Talks, the club encourages students to create and
deliver short talks on issues they are passionate about.
The debate team, led by Mike Davis, worked with the students to
come up with ideas and strengthen their presentations. The talks,
each lasting about three to five minutes, covered a broad range of
topics, including concussions, kids in politics, autism, bees, deforestation and learning from history.

Published by JMU Scholarly Commons, 2016

The JMU Debate Team worked with
the students during the spring
semester to come up with ideas and
strengthen their presentations.
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A force for transformation
Opening Doors Rally showcases the power of Madison women

T

BY M A RT H A B E L L G R A H A M (‘ 0 3 P, ‘ 0 8 P, ‘12 P)

he power of women—so
long a part of Madison—
was on full display at the
Women for Madison Opening Doors Rally in May at
the International Country
Club in Fairfax, Virginia.
The JMU group encourages Madison
women to become more involved in the
university through philanthropy, volunteerism and opening doors for future students. Anyone who makes an annual gift
of any amount to JMU is a Woman for
Madison.
Today’s Madison women come from a
long line of strong women who have helped
make JMU what it is today, said Beth Bliss
(’84), who became chair of the WFM Executive Advisory Council on July 1.
“Women have always been decision makers,” said JMU first lady Mary Ann Alger.
“Through the ages, we have initiated and sustained steady movements for change through
our leadership, and we’ve always brought others along with us.”
Alger urged the women in attendance to
consider how they can give back to the university. “What is your personal philanthropic
mission statement?” she asked.
Keynote speaker Tamela Graham Noboa
(’92) emphasized the value of Madison to
open doors.
Reflecting on visiting campus 24 years
after graduation, Noboa said, “We were in
UREC. ... We must have looked lost because
a student walked up to us and asked if he
could help. There is still an authentic friendliness, incredible energy and the JMU magic
I felt when I was visiting in 1988 that made
me say, ‘JMU is where I want to be.’”
The communications graduate told the
group about the day she and her husband
Aric (’93) took a significant leap of faith. She
left the public affairs branch of the National

‘Every one of us has
a responsibility, an
opportunity and a
privilege to make our
world a better place.’
— TA M M Y NOBOA (’ 9 2)
Keynote speaker Tammy Noboa (’92) told
attendees about her work with marginalized girls in Kenya, Nigeria and Ghana.

Oceanic Atmospheric Administration and
he left Capitol Hill.
“We took our life savings and contributions from generous friends and family, and
boarded the Anastasis, a 522-foot hospital ship run by an organization called
Mercy Ships.”
Mercy Ships is a charitable organization
that provides medical and surgical care to
underserved populations all over the world.
“We had the opportunity to teach basic
community health education to people who
lacked basic health care in Benin,” Noboa
said. “We began to think about how media
could relay messages that could improve
and even save lives. That idea turned into a
dream we couldn’t ignore.”
They returned to the United States,
“armed with a clarity of vision,” she said.
Serendipitously, Discovery Channel was
developing an initiative to do what the
Noboas wanted to do. Together they helped
develop Discovery Learning Alliance,
which transforms lives in 16 developing
countries through education and media.
The need is especially acute for girls, she
said: “There are 62 million adolescent girls
in the world who are not in school.”
To address this need, today Noboa leads a
$38 million public-private partnership that
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she developed with Discovery Communications and the United Kingdom Department
for International Development to improve
learning and life outcomes for marginalized
girls in Kenya, Nigeria and Ghana.
“Focusing on marginalized girls is critical
for the world’s future,” Noboa said. “When
girls are educated, they live longer, bear children later, raise healthier families, make more
money, and their communities prosper.”
It is why, she said, it is so important for
Women for Madison to gather. “JMU’s
vision for students to engage with the world
and ‘Be the Change’ is so important in our
world today. We are a powerful force for
transformation.”
Becoming a Woman for Madison is easy.
Make an annual gift of any amount to
JMU. Go to jmu.edu/give.

Open Doors
OCT. 28-29, 2016
Stop by the Women for Madison
Homecoming tent and learn more
about getting involved.

www.jmu.edu/womenformadison
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When you give to scholarships at
JMU, you help new Dukes discover
the Madison Experience that you
knew — that you treasure.

Dukes, Pay it Forward!

‘If I knew the person who provided my scholarship,
first I would hug them and thank them. …
Now I’m in a position where I can give back to
the university. … I don’t hesitate to open my
checkbook and give back to JMU.’
Chiquita King (’09, ’11M)
Instructional Systems designer, Booz Allen Hamilton
Centennial Scholarship recipient
Donor to scholarships

‘I could not have completed college without the people
who supported me. … There’s no way I can pay anyone
back, but I can pay it forward.’
Kathy Thomas (’78, ’07P, ’10P, ’15P)
Childbirth educator and mother of three Dukes
Dukes Pay It Forward founder

EXTEND YOUR REACH. TOUCH MORE LIVES.
Published by JMU Scholarly Commons, 2016

jmu.edu/give/scholarships
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If you could change one thing …
Valley Scholars experience how advocacy and entrepreneurial skills can make change happen

T

BY DI E G O CATA L A (’16)

he key to a better future rests tion studies and director of JMU Debate,
with a society of entrepre- enlisted members of the debate team to
neurial and engaged citi- help the Valley Scholars prepare their prezens—individuals who are sentations. The judges panel included
ready and willing to advocate Christine Johnson (’90), JMU Foundafor positive change. Desire tion board member; Larry Kroggel, human
for betterment is not enough, resources director at Daikin Applied;
however. Those who are inspired to fight Cannie Campbell (’95), assistant vice presifor a cause need the skills to make their dent for constituent engagement and susadvocacy effective; they need to learn how tained giving at Madison; JMU Community Affairs Manager Rob Tucker; and Duke
to make a constructive impact.
JMU’s Valley Scholars Program
explored an innovative approach to cultivating such advocacy in area youth.
Valley Scholars gives an underserved
population of eighth- and ninth-graders the opportunity to attend JMU
on full academic scholarships after
they complete high school. These students regularly participate in activities
on Madison’s campus that foster the
knowledge and skills to be successful
as college students and enlightened
citizens. Encouraging entrepreneurial
thinking is a fundamental element of After crafting persuasive arguments, Valley
Scholars made their presentations.
the Valley Scholars Program.
To that end, a group of Valley Scholars Dog, whose special appearance helped ease
was immersed in a Shark Tank-style simula- the tension and lighten the mood.
Organized into four groups, the students
tion that challenged them with the question,
“If you could change one thing about your could target any aspect of their school as
school, what would it be?” While candidates long as they presented clear facts and reaon the highly rated TV show pitch their soning as to why, and how, the feature could
products to potential investors, the students be improved. The debate team’s acumen in
championed their causes to a panel of judges. civic engagement as well as researching and
The concept for the event was born in a advocating public policy was readily apparcommunication studies class in which a ent. They set up stations to help the young
group of students selected the Valley Schol- scholars prepare for the event by writing
ars Program as its service-learning project. down ideas and facts, conducting research,
Mike Davis, a professor of communica- creating posters as visual aids and structur-

ing their presentations. “It was really fun to
work with the debate team,” said Manny,
a Valley Scholar. “They were helpful and
made it easier for us to do our presentation.”
Each group of Valley Scholars accepted
the challenge of civic engagement head-on:
One group advocated for changing their
school’s dress code, which they felt was
unfairly applied to female students; two
groups championed the need for change to
school lunch programs in favor of more and
healthier choices; and the final group
presented the need to alter school sports
programs to reflect changing demographics. The judges challenged each
group with questions, allowing the students to defend their positions. “It was
a fun, competitive experience,” said
Raven, another Valley Scholar. “It was
really cool to make presentations against
other groups in front of judges.”
After lengthy deliberation, the judges
named the all-female group advocating
for changes to dress code policies as the
challenge winner, citing their exceptional
use of statistics, testimonials and even a
U.S. Supreme Court case.
Of course, all of the participants walked
away as winners. They received a free JMU
Debate shirt and other goodies, but more
importantly the students learned to ask,
and answer, critical questions: What needs
to change? How should it change? What
information do I need to gather to influence policymakers? How can I develop persuasive tools for my argument?
They received a foundational experience in civic engagement, and that makes
our society as a whole the real winner.

‘It was a fun, competitive experience. It was really cool to make
presentations against other groups in front of judges.’
— RAVEN, Valley Scholar
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A Dukes family pays it forward
and asks others to join in

F

BY M A RT H A B E L L G R A H A M (‘ 0 3 P, ‘ 0 8 P, ‘12 P)

or Mike (’76, ’77M) and Kathy Mueller Thomas (’78),
nothing is more important than family. It is who they are.
The Thomases live in Northern Virginia, surrounded by
four daughters and their families, but they met and fell in
love at JMU. It’s one reason Madison is so close to their
hearts. As Mike says, “JMU is family.” And they’ve cared
for that family ever since.
Mike, immediate past rector of the Board of Visitors who was
appointed in June to a second board term, has served on the College
of Business Board of Advisors and the presidential search committee, and in 2012 was awarded the Inez Graybeal Roop Distinguished
Alumni Service Award. The Thomases co-chaired the CoB Centennial Campaign Committee, and Kathy is an active member of
Women for Madison, a group that promotes philanthropic giving to
the university.

The job of a lifetime
“Back in those days,” Mike says, reflecting on his years on campus,
“there were only two coed dorms, Chandler and Shorts. I was head

OTOGR A P H BY M I KE M I R I EL LO (’09 M)
PublishedP Hby
JMU Scholarly Commons, 2016

resident of Shorts, and we had a mid-year opening for an R.A.
Kathy was one of the applicants.”
“I had to get past the huge beard, Fu Manchu mustache, hair down
to here and a headband—it was the ’70s,” Kathy says of meeting Mike.
As the eldest of six children, Kathy Mueller couldn’t rely on her
family to send her to college. She needed the job.
“When I graduated from high school, it didn’t even occur to me
to apply for college,” she says. When her family moved to Northern
Virginia, she got a job as a clerk at a variety store in Alexandria.
“My father came home one day and said, ‘The CIA is hiring. Why
don’t you see if you can get an interview?’”
It was a pivotal moment for Kathy.
“Back in the day, they made you take a typing test if you were female,
so of course, I flunked the typing test. [The interviewer] looked at me
and said, ‘I’m afraid without the ability to type quickly, the only thing I
can offer you is a file clerk.’ I went home, thinking the whole way, ‘The
best I’m going to be is a file clerk?’ I said, ‘I gotta go to school.’”
And Kathy did, though it was not easy.
“It took me a while to get through school,” she says. “I had to
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work a year before I had enough funds to go.
My first year was at Virginia Tech. I had to
drop out of there and work another year to
get enough money to pay for a second year.
Then I transferred to Madison.” She worked
at McDonald’s and also worked weekends in
Northern Virginia.
Her hard work was one of the things that
impressed Mike, who was working on his
MBA after earning a degree from the CoB.
“Kathy was someone to whom education
was clearly important,” Mike remembers.
“It was also obvious she needed to work to
pay for what she wanted to do in college.
Her interview was very much about ‘I need
this job.’ I remember being struck by that in
the interview.”
After working with Kathy for a semester—
and Mike being the professional and the
gentleman he is, Kathy says—he waited until
the semester was over to ask her out. “And
the rest, as they say, is history.”
Mike proposed in Cleveland Hall, where
Kathy was head resident, after he had moved
to the District of Columbia to begin his
career. They engaged in April and married
in August.
“He was ambitious. He had a plan. He
knew what he wanted to do,” Kathy says. “He
landed his first job at IBM and just took off.”
Mike went on to positions at IBM, LORAL
and Lockheed Martin, where he eventually
became president of its Global Security
Solutions Company. He retired from that
position in December 2010, but missed the

‘I could not have
completed college
without the people
who supported me.
There’s no way I can
pay anyone back for
it, but I can pay it
forward, and that’s
what we hope to do.’
— KATHY THOMAS (’78)
connection to the missions and people he
had worked with for so long. So he moved
to his current position as a senior partner
and executive vice president at Booz Allen
Hamilton, a federal government contractor with more than 450 JMU alumni and
broad offerings from management consulting
to cybersecurity and systems delivery to
systems engineering. He currently leads a
corporate strategy effort to accelerate the
growth of the firm into the future.
Although it took Kathy two extra years
to finish by piecing together earned income,
grants and student loans, she earned a degree
in marketing with minors in economics and
data processing. She accepted a job with
Freddie Mac, where she quickly understood
the value of her Madison education.
“JMU was cutting edge even back then.

They started teaching a new kind of COBOL
called Structured COBOL. When I was interviewing for jobs, Freddie Mac was starting
to transition to this new language, and I knew
it. [They said,] ‘Oh please, come work for us.’”
Eventually, family led Kathy to change
careers. When their first daughter was born,
Kathy knew where her heart was—at home
with her child. It was the beginning of a life
devoted to family. The couple has four daughters: Kelley Thomas Rodgers, Melissa Thomas
Plastino (’07), Chrissy Thomas Crouse (’10)
and Julie Thomas (’15). Two Thomas sons-inlaw and two sisters are also Dukes.
In true JMU spirit, Kathy shared her devotion to family with hundreds of others, first as
a childbirth educator and then as a doula,
a professional who assists women during pregnancy and childbirth.
“The more I got into it, the more I was
interested in childbirth education,” she says.
She became certified as a Lamaze instructor,
a rigorous two-year program, and later as
a doula.
“I remember her teaching it in our basement,” says Mike. “She would hand me our
babies, go [downstairs] and teach others how
to have babies. It was always about giving
back to somebody. I think that’s a quality
JMU enhances in you when you come here.”
Giving back is what inspired the
Thomases to make a multimillion dollar
gift commitment to JMU and to establish
JMU’s new Dukes Pay It Forward scholarship initiative that will make it possible for

(Left): Kathy Thomas (‘78) with daughter Julie (‘15) at the 2015
Women for Madison Senior Circle event. (Above): Mike Thomas
(‘76, ‘77M) and President Alger at a Board of Visitors meeting.
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future students to go to Madison. They see
their gift as just the beginning. The couple
wants alumni to further the cause by creating their own Dukes Pay It Forward scholarship or by contributing to existing scholarships so that many more students can
achieve their dreams of attending JMU.

Paying it forward
“In today’s economy, you really have to have
an education to compete in this global, interconnected economy,” Mike says. “And opportunity isn’t fair. Some families can afford to
send kids to school without any debt. Some
can’t. Some can’t afford to even think about
sending them to school without having the
opportunity to have some funds.”
Investing in JMU’s future by investing
in students is almost as important to the
Thomases as investing in their own children’s futures.
“There’s a responsibility when you live in
a country like ours,” Mike says. “You can’t

‘There’s a
responsibility
when you live in a
country like ours.
When you have the
opportunity, you’ve
got to give back.’
— MIKE THOMAS (’76, ’77M)
always be a taker. When you have the opportunity, you’ve got to give back. … It’s not
how much you give; it’s the thought of giving back something.”
The Thomases want Dukes Pay It Forward
to become a call to action for all alumni to
help future Dukes—the same way others
helped Kathy.
“As we were thinking through this,”
Kathy says, “we thought, ‘We can give some-

one money to go to school, but what’s the
guarantee that they’ll turn around and pay
it forward later?’”
So the Thomases have taken the initiative to encourage scholarship recipients to
act on the opportunities they have after
graduation to give back to Madison—so that
others feel the legacy of JMU giving that has
embraced them.
“What made a difference to me was the
personal attention that I got as a student—
professors who helped me, people who took
an interest in my education,” Kathy says.
“So Mike and I decided what we’re going
to do. Maybe once a semester, we’re going
to take that scholarship recipient out to dinner and find out how are things going. Just
somebody else who cares whether or not
that student succeeds.”
It is what the Thomases do for family.
To invest in Dukes Pay It Forward and help
future students attend JMU, go to jmu.edu/
give/scholarships.

DUKES PAY IT FORWARD
SCHOLARSHIP RECIPIENT
“I was born in Jamaica, moved to Miami and
then to Winchester. I attended community
college before transferring to JMU. When
I got the notice about the Dukes Pay It
Forward scholarship — I was really shocked.
I wasn’t expecting it. It definitely lessens
the burden because I’m pretty much paying
my way through college. Academically, it
matters. It says that all my determination
and hard work mean something. I feel huge
gratitude toward the Thomases. I want to
use the scholarship to impact my community
— to improve my community. I’m planning on
making it big, and I’m definitely planning to
give back like the Thomases.”
—AVERY CARL SMITH
Geographic Sciences major

OTOGR A P H BY M I KE M I R I EL LO (’09 M)
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The Battle plan
Family’s gift will fund professional opportunities for student-athletes beyond the playing field

W

BY K E V I N WA R N E R (’ 0 2)

hen Mike Battle (’81, ’83M) was a studentathlete at JMU, he understood the symbiotic relationship between competition on
the field and in the classroom.
Now the former Dukes linebacker and
tight end has turned that understanding
into a $600,000 gift to the university—a
gift he and his wife Cecelia hope will inspire others.
The Battle family’s gift consists of a $500,000 commitment to
support the construction of a new JMU Convocation Center and
an additional $100,000 to create an endowment for experiential
learning opportunities for student-athletes through an emerging
leadership program.
Their gift recognizes the importance of balancing athletics with
scholarship. “It’s not a zero-sum game,” he says.
“What Cecelia and I did with this gift was to structure it to benefit the student-athletes’ progression to their professional career,
to benefit the university’s efforts to achieve its highest level of visibility through its athletics program and to show it is important
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to bring academics and athletics A gift from the Battle famtogether—as opposed to choosing ily — Mike (’81, ’83M); JMU
senior Michaela; Steven;
one versus the other.”
and Cecelia — establishes
Battle, who currently serves on an endowment to create
the Board of Visitors, is founder experiential learning opportunities for student-athletes
and CEO of Battle Resource Man- through an emerging leadagement Inc., a professional ser- ership program.
vices consulting firm that provides
business and technology strategy and planning support for government and commercial clients. He serves on the Duke Club Advisory
Board and is a former member of the College of Business Executive
Advisory Council.
The gift is the largest by a former student-athlete in JMU’s history.
A SHOVEL IN THE GROUND

The Battle gift accelerates the private giving campaign for the
Convo well past its halfway point. With an overall price tag of
$88 million, the Convo must reach $12 million in private support
before moving into the architectural and construction phases.
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“My objective was to get some momentum to get to $12 million because we
need to get a shovel in the ground,” Battle
explained. “I think it’s important that this
happens now—and I want to be a part of it.
I did not want to wait until I’m retired or
I’m out of the business that I’m in.”
While JMU Athletics and the basketball
programs will be tenants of the facility, it
serves a greater purpose for the university
and the local community. Battle believes it
will also be a key contributor to branding
the university on a national level.
“To me, the highest priority is providing
a facility that is at the level of institutions we
compete against,” Battle said. “That doesn’t
mean just in our conference, it means in
establishing the brand of JMU nationally.
For us to perform and compete, we need to
recruit talent. And talent is attracted to an
infrastructure that is big-time. We’re not
just recruiting against the traditional CAA
schools for talent. We’re recruiting against
Virginia and Virginia Tech. The football
stadium has brought us superior athletes.
We’ve got to recognize that formula also pertains to basketball.”
THE BATTLE PLAN

As a former student-athlete, Battle recognizes the inherent benefits of sports participation. He also recognizes the tremendous
load placed upon today’s student-athletes as
competitors and ambassadors for the univer-

‘The objective
is to give
student-athletes
opportunities to
intern, to get realworld experiences
with organizations
aligned with their
field of study.’
— MIKE BATTLE (’81, ’83M)
sity—a load that sometimes prevents them
from taking advantage of opportunities to
invest in their future outside of athletics.
That’s where the Battles’ gift and the emerging leadership program come into play.
“The objective is to give student-athletes
opportunities to intern, to get real-world experiences with organizations aligned with their
field of study,” Battle explained. “Most of
these kids are not going to be playing professionally, but they are going to be professionals
in something other than their sport. So when
they go out to compete in the marketplace,
they will be able to point to real-world experiences they’ve gotten through these internships and other experiential learning opportunities because of this leadership program. It

Convocation Center momentum
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will allow them to compete in the job market,
and we owe them that because of their level of
commitment. They’ve impacted the university’s brand through their excellence and the
visibility on the field.”
Participation in athletics is widely considered to enhance skills such as collaboration,
communication, teamwork, goal setting,
responding to failure, following direction,
time management and more. The Battles’
gift aims to bridge the gap of applying those
skills to practical settings that provide professional opportunities in the business world.
A FRONT PORCH OF EXCELLENCE

Battle subscribes to the philosophy that
athletics provides an important role in
drawing attention to the university and
attracting students from all walks of life to
JMU. Ultimately, such prominence helps
all academic programs and student activities to recruit the best students. That’s why
he continues to dedicate his time and skills
to the university and why he felt compelled
to help cultivate growth at JMU.
“I’d love to see us competing in the highest level possible, so that the brand of the
institution of JMU is getting national visibility on a constant basis,” Battle said. “Then
when you walk around San Francisco, or Los
Angeles or Chicago with the JMU swag on,
people know what that means. And that’s
because of the impact of excellence of athletics as the front porch of the university.”

At press time, the gift by Mike (’81, ’83M)
and Cecelia Battle had pushed private
giving to the JMU Convocation Center well
past the halfway mark of the $12 million
goal. “I think it’s important that this happens now — and I want to be a part of it,”
said Mike, a former student-athlete and
current Board of Visitors member. “I’m hoping that alums who have the passion and
interest in seeing the university succeed at
the highest level will see this as a way that
they can contribute to needs both on the
academics and athletics sides. It will make
a difference.” To see where the Convo
project stands today and to make your
contribution, go to jmuconvo.com.
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BASKETBALL

Nation

COACHES

B Y K E V I N WA R N E R ( ’ 0 2 )

Rowe returns to his alma mater

Former JMU player isn’t taking his new head-coaching responsibilities lightly

F

or Louis Rowe (’06), the
fact that his first headcoaching job will unfold
at his alma mater makes
for a special homecoming.
Rowe’s JMU journey began
when he decided to transfer from
the University of Florida and
his home state to JMU in 1993.
From there, he won a CAA championship under Lefty Driesell,
received his undergraduate degree,
returned to start a coaching career
as an assistant, earned his graduate
degree and set himself up for other
coaching opportunities before ultimately returning to Madison as
the 10th head coach in program history.
The son of educators, Rowe naturally connected with teaching
the game of basketball after his own playing career ended. His rev-

erence for the game and for the title
of coach ensures that he never takes
a day for granted. “When you’re a
coach, there are responsibilities,
and I don’t take them lightly. I go
to bed at night and wake up in the
morning thinking about those
responsibilities.”
With an energetic and committed staff and one of the most
experienced rosters in the country
with seven seniors returning, Rowe
would appear to be well equipped to
be successful from day one. However, to him, success won’t necessarily be measured in wins and losses. “My goal is to fill this program
with guys that JMU fans can come and watch and say, ‘Man, I like
those guys. I see what they’re doing and that they work hard.’ That
leads to the long-term goal everyone wants, to win games.”

O’Regan poised to take the reins

S

ean O’Regan (’03) spent nine seasons as
an assistant coach of the women’s basketball program at Madison under his mentor, Kenny Brooks. He credits Brooks
for nearly every step in his career development,
beginning with his time as a manager of the men’s
team when Brooks was an assistant coach.
But the reality is that O’Regan has been an integral part of the success that JMU women’s basketball has enjoyed over the past decade. The program
has recorded at least 24 wins in 11 consecutive seasons and five CAA titles in
2016-17 the last seven years. That
BASKETBALL success was a key factor in
SEASON TICKETS his hire as head coach.
ON SALE NOW AT
“When I first met with
JMUTICKETS.COM the team, it was surreal

that I’m going to get to do this because it’s been a
dream of mine for so long,” he says.
The changing of the guard includes a mostly new
coaching staff, so the responsibility falls squarely on
O’Regan’s shoulders to connect the old and the new
and to help his student-athletes adjust. “I’ve learned
that I need to be extremely good with communication. I know the way I want to keep it going.”
O’Regan believes the transition will be made
easier by the support and resources in place at
JMU. “I think that James Madison operates like
a big-time program,” he says. “In sports medicine,
strength and conditioning, academics, the campus—we have every resource we need. As we add
cost of attendance and a new Convocation Center, I don’t think I could come up with anything
that is going to hold us back.”
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Global impact

I

International student-athletes
contribute more than wins

In his May 2016 speech at the College
of Business commencement ceremony,
student speaker Daniel Roppert (’16), a
Dukes soccer player from Germany, drove
home a message that resonates with JMU
students, past and present.
“For each of us, James Madison offered
a place to succeed,” he said, “a place where
we could follow our path and achieve our
dream, a place that provided both challenge and opportunity, a place that now
feels like home.”
Over the years, international student-athletes have contributed significantly to building a culture of diversity, acceptance and
experiential learning, not only within JMU
Athletics but also across the entire campus.
JMU men’s soccer head coach Tom Foley
believes it was academics, and specifically
the College of Business, that ultimately
drew Roppert to Madison, even more than
the success of the Dukes soccer program.
“Daniel was a very focused person who
maximized every opportunity he had
here at JMU,” Foley said. “To me, he’s the
American dream. He had an opportunity
to get an education and improve his opportunity to get a job later. He took advantage
of what JMU had to offer him, and he’s got
a job in California already set up.”
JMU has approximately 30 international student-athletes among its 18 sports
programs for the 2016-17 academic year.
Like Roppert, nearly all of them point to
the opportunity to compete in NCAA athletics, combined with the value of earning
a college degree in the U.S., as their reason
for choosing James Madison.
Other factors also come into play. Canadian women’s soccer player Sydney BraunMcLeod said, “Coach [Dave] Lombardo’s
values for the team aligned with what I
wanted out of a college program. I wanted
to play college soccer in the U.S. for as long
as I can remember. In Canada, playing at

Published by JMU Scholarly Commons, 2016

Women’s soccer player Sydney
Braun-McLeod, a Canadian, said the
team’s values aligned with what she
wanted out of a college program.

‘For each of us, James Madison offered a
place to succeed, a place where we could
follow our path and achieve our dream,
a place that provided both challenge
and opportunity, a place that now
feels like home.’
DANIEL ROPPERT (’16), JMU men’s soccer player
the Division I level is the ultimate goal next
to playing for the national team.”
For sophomore Abby Amos of women’s
tennis, the unique culture of JMU was
appealing. The native of England said, “The
JMU community seemed such a friendly
one and so did my team and coaches. The
university is so welcoming, and as soon as
I visited the campus, I fell in love with it.”

Many of JMU’s sport programs depend
on international student-athletes, not only
for competitive excellence, but also to fulfill the values important to each program.
“I have seen my U.S. and international
student-athletes learn how similar they
really are,” said men’s tennis coach Steve
Secord, who counts six foreign-born players on his nine-man roster. “They have
FA L L
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(Above): Men’s tennis
coach Steve Secord
counts six foreignborn players on his
team. (Right): Softball
player Tahli Moore,
from Australia, has
enjoyed sharing the
sport she loves with
her American teammates. (Far right): Serbian basketball player
Dimitrije Cabarkapa
says the relationships
he has built off the
court at JMU will last
a lifetime.

very similar athletic, academic and life
goals and come together as a group to help
one another realize their individual and
team aspirations.”
Field hockey coach Christy Morgan
added, “We recruit from different countries to enhance our program both on the
field and off. With all of our recruits, we
look for people with great character and
with a passion for life and sport. Internationals come with a variety of experiences and knowledge, which we can all
learn from.”
Building relationships between American and international student-athletes
contributes greatly to JMU’s vision to
provide the model experience for its student-athletes.
Men’s basketball player Dimitrije
Cabarkapa, a native of Serbia, has found
opportunities on the court thanks to his
work ethic, but it’s the relationships formed
off the court that will last a lifetime.
“In the last couple of years, I made a lot

‘The global
experience is only
a positive thing in
my mind.’
PAULIUS SATKUS,
Lithuanian men’s basketball player
of friends through basketball,” Cabarkapa
said. “My team has been pretty diverse, with
many foreign people. I enjoyed spending
time with my teammates from America and
from overseas. My American teammates
have helped me to adapt to the new environment and get used to life in the U.S.”
While Cabarkapa has been surrounded
by other international players, senior Tahli
Moore has been the lone foreigner on the
JMU softball team for her entire Madison
career. “It has been interesting to develop
relationships and figure out cultural differences,” the Australian said. “Having
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good relationships with my teammates
is important, as we are able to share and
compare how we grew up and how the
sport we play varies in different places all
across the globe.”
The presence of such students contributes to a culturally diverse campus.
“I think [having international studentathletes] promotes diversity of all kinds,”
said men’s basketball player Paulius Satkus
of Lithuania. “A lot of people, and especially
students, are seeking new ideas or knowledge about different countries. So, being an
international student, I feel like it is my duty
to represent my country well. The same goes
for everybody else. The global experience is
only a positive thing in my mind.”
Secord concluded, “I feel fortunate to be
a part of a university that embraces inclusion. We are lucky that the ‘JMU Way’
includes diversity and is constantly looking at each individual and including them
in our university community so we all
develop as a whole.”
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BY THE NUMBERS

JMU scholarly commons
A Repository Service Provided by Libr aries & Educational Technologies

Connecting Madison’s top-notch research with the world
commons.lib.jmu.edu

223,874
223,874 content downloads to date

8,000 198
2 million 600
30
8,000+ items are available on JMU Scholarly Commons

30 percent of
searches of
JMU Scholarly
Commons
begin with
Google

JMU Scholarly Commons is connected to
the Digital Commons, which has over
2 million works from 463 institutions.

TOP 10

Within the Digital Commons, JMU is
one of the top institutions in the disciplines of communication sciences and
disorders, diplomatic history, multivariate analysis, social media and statistical methodology.
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198 countries have users of JMU
Scholarly Commons content

Explore works in 600 disciplines

JMU alumnae Juliana Garabedian (’15)
and Rachael Michelle Johnson (’15M) have
each published articles on the evolution of
Disney princesses and the effects on body
image, gender roles and attitudes toward
love. With more than 13,000 downloads
combined since February 2015, the papers
are the most popular on JMU Scholarly
Commons, drawing interest from scholars
around the world.
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JAMES (’13) AND KRISTIN MOON (’15) ORRIGO

Going ‘Outside the Music Box’

J

Alumni couple bring cheer to children in hospitals across the nation
BY JA N G I L L I S (’ 0 7 )

James Orrigo (’13) clearly remembers the encouragement “to be the patients, the couple decided to take it nationwide to reach as many
change you want to see in the world” offered during his freshman children as possible.
This summer, their Outside the Music Box Hospital Tour crissorientation at Madison. “I took that to heart,” he says. “When I came
to JMU, I was in a difficult situation. My mother suffered from ter- crossed the country visiting pediatric wards. Their respective talents
minal cancer … and I was hesitant about attending school. I wanted allow the program to run smoothly. As James edits the audio and
to stay with my family and provide comfort … but my mom never visual recordings of the patients, Kristin monitors the content put on
YouTube to ensure patient privacy and compliance with HIPAA, the
wanted to hold me back.”
James would write songs with his mother to distract her from her U.S. Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act.
Their brainchild has met with positivity at every corner.
pain. “After seeing the power of music on her overall well-being, I
knew that musical interactions could hit home with the chronically Shortly before the couple headed out on their trip, Google conill population in a special way,” he says. James created Lad in a Battle; tacted them expressing an interest in sponsoring their tour. “We
his concept used music and service to encourage others to make a are so honored to be on this journey and thankful that people
see the worth in providing this service for the kids,” James says.
positive impact.
Madison proved to be a positive impact on his own life. Most nota- The program has also received enthusiastic responses from hospital
bly, he met his future wife, Kristin Moon (’15), on the JMU campus. staff and administrators, even garnering the support of Patch Adams,
the trailblazing physician and founder
“I was her FrOG [Freshman Orienof the Gesundheit! Institute. The
tation Guide]!” he explains.
Orrigos have been asked to help impleJames, who majored in criminal
ment the program on a long-term basis
justice, is pursuing a career as a motiat many of the hospitals they’ve visited.
vational speaker and program content
“Recently, we had the head of special
coordinator. Kristin, a nursing major
visitors services for the Children’s Hoswhose undergraduate honors thesis
pital of Illinois say this program is the
was on the effects of interactive music
most exciting pediatric program she’s
on the pediatric oncology population,
seen in over 20 years,” James says.
is currently in a nurse residency proKids and their families have been
gram at Dartmouth Medical Center.
equally enthusiastic. “Any recording
The Orrigos applied their talents
of a sick child is precious and havand energy to creating Outside the
ing the opportunity to record a child
Music Box, an interactive program
while they are laughing and smiling
to bring cheer to patients in Boston– JAMES ORRIGO (’13)
is a gift that keeps giving,” he says.
area children’s hospitals. They help
children, quite often those in cancer units, to write and animate their “Patients love getting their own animated music video on YouTube,
own songs. The end product is a cartooned music video. “[Bringing] having something to show their friends, families, doctors and nurses.”
The couple hopes to continue working with organizations to
those songs and imagination to life serves as a positive distraction
expand the program.
that helps to normalize the hospital experience,” he says.
“JMU provided a springboard that propelled my passion into
“The distraction doesn’t just last for the 30 minutes James is
with them,” says Kristin. There is a great deal of behind-the-scenes action,” James says. “At JMU, there is an environment that encourwork to finish the videos within a couple of days of the creative ages the student body to get involved, create meaningful interactions
session. “The kids are so excited with the anticipation of waiting, and be intentionally focused on making the world a little bit better.”
It would be hard to find a truer expression of those sentiments
of what their video is going to be. It is really empowering for the
than the Orrigos and their Outside the Music Box program.
kids,” she says.
“Life is an incredible gift,” James says. “Be sure to use it to
After about a year of running the program successfully in Boston
and witnessing the amazing impact it was having on families and help others.”

‘After seeing the
power of music on
[my mother’s] overall
well-being, I knew that
musical interactions
could hit home with the
chronically ill population
in a special way.’
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The success of their program in
Boston-area children’s hospitals
led the couple to take Outside the
Music Box on a nationwide tour.
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As our community works to bridge
societal divides and find ways for
the past to inform the present, the
Madison Experience serves as a

Opening
doorway to accomplishment and a
hopeful future for all.
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BY B I L L H AW K

Modeling the world
BY JA N E T S M I T H (’ 81)

‘What do you want to get out of our time?’
BY B R A D J E N K I N S (’ 9 9)

Teaching an old culture new tricks
BY M A RY E VA N S (’15)

Layering the past and present
BY JANET SMITH (’81)

A helping hand

BY J I M H E F F E R NA N (’ 9 6)

The nontraditional Madison Experience
BY JA N G I L L I S (’ 0 7 )
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doors
T

he significance of opening doors res-

opportunities that yield solid benefits: they forge new

onates deeply in the James Madison

paths; they discover common ground; they find solu-

University community. During his

tions. Alumni repeatedly remark that their Madison

inaugural address, President Alger

Experience was the doorway to a better life.

remarked that “opening doors has

This issue of Madison explores the multitude of

been a theme at this institution ever

ways in which opening doors at JMU helps students

since our founding.” In fact, the sim-

realize their dreams and fuels one of the most impor-

ple act of holding a door open for others is a cherished

tant of transformations—multicultural awareness and

Madison tradition.

understanding. As our community works to bridge

But there is also a symbolic nature to doors—signal-

societal divides and find ways for the past to inform

ing access, transition and change. Every day, our stu-

the present, the Madison Experience serves as a door-

dents are challenged by new, and at times unexpected,

way to accomplishment and a hopeful future for all.
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Opening doors
“Celebrating Simms”
is the first permanent
exhibition dedicated to
African-American history
in the Shenandoah Valley.

Local history comes to life
Students and community members partner to honor
African-American educator’s legacy BY RO B T UC K E R

(L to R): Doris Harper
Allen, one of Simms’
former students, with
JMU students Deana
Forbes, Brett Seekford
and Hannah Jones
at the opening of the
exhibit in April.

Published by JMU Scholarly Commons, 2016

A

collaboration between a team of JMU students and the Shenandoah
Valley Black Heritage Project has reanimated history at the local
Lucy F. Simms Continuing Education Center.
Together, the partners created a permanent history display featuring 59 panels and more than 100 photos at the center, which honors
the life and legacy of Harrisonburg’s iconic African-American educator and the school named in her honor.
“Celebrating Simms” is the first permanent exhibition dedicated to African-American
history in the Shenandoah Valley.
“The value of the Celebrating Simms exhibition to the community is so great it defies
description,” said Robin Lyttle of the Shenandoah Valley Black Heritage Project. “This
exhibition will give everyone a better understanding about what black America went
through to get an education. We do not learn this history in school. If we did, we would
have a better understanding of one another.”
Simms was born enslaved in 1857, but eventually earned a degree from Hampton Institute (now Hampton University) and settled in Harrisonburg to teach nearly 2,000 students from three generations of families. The school was built as a memorial to her shortly
after her death in 1934 and served African-American students from 1938 to 1965.
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‘This exhibition will give everyone a better understanding
about what black America went through to get an education.’
— ROBIN LYTTLE, Shenandoah Valley Black Heritage Project
The exhibit launched in April, culminating a yearlong project of interdisciplinary students guided by English professor
Mollie Godfrey and Seán McCarthy, professor of writing, rhetoric and technical
communication. Students worked in concert with community members to collect
archival materials from libraries and families. Students then designed the exhibit, a
companion website and printed booklet.
“My interactions with the community
were the most memorable part of the experience,” said Brett Seekford, an English
major from New Market, Virginia. “As an
aspiring academic, I realized the importance of reflecting not only on national

themes, but also on the investigation of
local history. I wouldn’t trade this experience for the world.”
“This was an excellent example of how
the university and the community can
come together with a great outcome,” said
Lyttle. “Many of the photos and ephemera
came from the personal collections of the
Simms students and their descendants. The
JMU students took on a huge challenge and
rose to the occasion, doing an amazing job
in telling this history. This exhibition will
be viewed for many, many years, and I am
proud to have been a part of it.”
“The exhibit is important for the community because it recognizes the north-

east neighborhood’s contributions to the
city of Harrisonburg,” said Seekford.
“This history often goes unnoticed, but
the increased attention it has received
through this project informs current and
future citizens about the influence of the
African-American community on the
city’s development.”
“What if other universities around the
country did as JMU has done?” said Lyttle.
“What if a Maryland university did a similar project in East Baltimore? Wouldn’t it
be great to see a university or college group
doing something similar in Ferguson [Missouri] or Oakland [California]? These projects help empower a neighborhood.”

A mural depicting Lucy F. Simms adorns
the Elizabeth Street parking deck. Artist
Andre Shank, a Harrisonburg native, was
commissioned for the project.
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Opening doors

Huck Finn’s moral compass
Ethical reasoning and the importance of diversity

I

BY W I L L I A M J. H AW K , chair, Ethical Reasoning in Action: The Madison Collaborative

n Mark Twain’s classic coming-of-age novel The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn,
the title character experiences a crisis of conscience
thinking about helping Jim,
Miss Watson’s slave, escape
to freedom: “Jim said it made
him all over trembly and feverish to be so close to freedom.
Well, I can tell you it made
me all over trembly and feverish … who was to blame for
(Jim’s escaping)? Why, ME.
I couldn’t get that out of my
conscience, no how nor no
way. It got to troubling me so
I couldn’t rest; I couldn’t stay
still in one place.”
Research supports the following: Like Huck, we begin
forming moral values early,
perhaps before and while we
acquire language. We continue to digest moral information from our environment
and develop moral intuitions.
As we mature, these environmentally shaped intuitions
drive our moral judgments
and actions automatically,
usually without our conscious
awareness. As a result, we gain
unwarranted confidence about
our moral judging and acting
capabilities. The moral standard against which we measure our confidence comes from our
acquired moral intuitions. As Huck Finn dramatically shows,
sometimes settled moral intuitions (conscience) conflict with
new experience, producing moral distress.
This Madison celebrates new experience, including diversity (e.g., Valley Scholars, study abroad and CMSS experiential
learning) and JMU students and alums engaging concerns in the
global community (e.g., modeling democratic practices, student

advocacy, political attitudes,
history coming alive).
JMU’s Ethical Reasoning in
Action: The Madison Collaborative uses key ethical questions explicitly to interrogate
settled moral intuitions (conscience) to root out or neutralize the moral limitations
and blind spots like those that
plagued Huck. But equally
important to an ethical reasoning strategy is the implicit
challenge to moral misperceptions that diversity generates.
Experiencing diversity tends
to dislodge established moral
intuitions. So much more than
window-dressing, a diverse
learner population—students,
faculty and staff—prepares
all of us to better address significant personal, professional
and global challenges. Experiencing difference, while sometimes stressful, strengthens us.
It improves moral capabilities
required to solve global problems. By asking the right key
ethical questions and by direct
encounters with diversity
and global experience, JMU’s
learning community works
aggressively to better inform
ethical judgments and actions,
and, thereby, nurture effective
and engaged global change agents. Sometimes things get “all
trembly and feverish,” but the positive results, as this issue highlights, are worth the effort.

‘Experiencing difference,
while sometimes stressful,
strengthens us.’

L U S T R AT I O N B Y E . W. K E M B L E
PublishedI L by
JMU Scholarly Commons, 2016

ABOUT THE AUTHOR: As chair of Ethical Reasoning in Action: The
Madison Collaborative, Bill Hawk works directly with faculty, staff, students
and administrators to build the conceptual and practical framework for ethical
reasoning at JMU and beyond. Learn more at jmu.edu/mc.
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Modeling
the world
MODEL UNITED NATIONS

Natasha D’Souza
International affairs major
Run as an officially recognized student organization, Model United
Nations is an extracurricular activity
that dates to 2008 in which students
take on the role of a delegate to the
U.N., representing a chosen country
alongside other delegates in simulated U.N. committees.
The organization’s 25 members
simulate world issues and crises at
their weekly meetings, and between
six and 16 students vie to compete
in conferences at other East Coast
universities during the NovemberApril season.
“It helps with the question, how do
we necessarily target some of the
most pressing issues of today’s world
and how do we do it effectively,”
D’Souza says. “I think that’s something that’s imperative for the youth
of our nation to be able to do.”

Published by JMU Scholarly Commons, 2016

Students gain critical life skills and a broader global view
as members of simulation teams BY JA N E T S M I T H (’ 81)

F

ueled by intensive research and public speaking practice, JMU students
are learning the arts of diplomacy, debate and compromise in five simulations modeled on the African Union, Arab League, European Union,
United Nations and Moot Court.
Approximately 60 undergraduate students participate annually in the
model simulations, each designed to hone understanding of complex
international bodies and their deliberations as well as legal matters.
While other universities have model simulations, “It is unusual that there be this
many at JMU,” said Chris Blake, professor of political science, the academic department
that sponsors most of the JMU model simulation teams.
The university’s proximity to the District of Columbia is a factor, Blake adds, noting
that JMU draws students from the D.C.-New York corridor who have people with global
affairs experiences in their networks. “There is a higher literacy level and interest level
of the average JMU student in these sorts of activities than we might find at a similarly
sized university in a fair number of the other states.”
Students’ participation in the international and Moot Court teams is a logical extension of his department’s and the university’s commitment to experiential education.
“There is an engaged learning opportunity tied to simulations,” Blake said. “Our department does a lot of simulation within courses because it’s a problem-solving application of
what the students are learning. The technique is useful.”
Membership in the model teams is open to all JMU students on a competitive basis.
“It’s not essential that a person be a major in political science, but it is essential that they
have a sense of international relations and a sense of the substance involved of the simulation at issue,” Blake said.
Beyond being proven educational tools, simulations also provide JMU students with the
development of broader networks of people—other students, faculty and governmental representatives—that increase their vision of the world and offer a valuable group of colleagues.
Gifts to the political science department’s annual fund account support students’ participation in the simulation teams. Other university departments, colleges and offices also
support specific simulations.
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MODEL AFRICAN UNION

JMU’s newest model simulation team,
the Model African Union, was formed in
October 2015 to participate in the 14th
annual National Model African Union,
held in Washington in February. Once Besi
Muhonja, a professor of Africana Studies/
women’s and gender studies as well as African literatures and cultures, discovered the
MAU while helping a student look for academic conferences, she immediately contacted JMU administrators and within the
week had the OK to form a JMU team.
“Our team had to embody the country
of Namibia,” said Muhonja, who advises
the team with Anta Sane, visiting professor of political science. Their six students
researched Namibia’s history and culture

‘It is unusual that
there be this many
[model simulations] at JMU.’
— CHRIS BLAKE,
professor of political science
to craft resolutions for discussion, learn
the ropes of securing sponsorship for
those resolutions among other MAU delegations and immerse themselves in the
complex rules of the African Union, by
which the MAU functions.
The JMU team also met with two representatives of the Embassy of the Republic

of Namibia while in Washington.
“I’ve really begun to appreciate the work
that goes into policies and decision making,” said Kara Burgess, an international
affairs major who was part of the delegation from Namibia. “All 49 of my peers in
my committee had national interests, just
as I had my own. In the calm confines of
a classroom, it is easy to say, ‘This is the
solution,’ but in reality, in the heat of the
moment, there were 50 different solutions
that we all had to agree upon, and that is no
small task. It really changes how I approach
the classroom because I now take an extra
second to think, ‘but in practice…?’ and
that helps me think more realistically.”
MAU is supported by the departments
of political science; justice studies; and for-

MODEL AFRICAN UNION

Kara Burgess
International affairs major
JMU’s newest model simulation team, the Model
African Union, was formed in October 2015 to
participate in the 14th annual National Model
African Union, held in Washington in February.
The six students, assigned to embody
Namibia, researched the country’s history and
culture to craft resolutions for discussion, learn
the ropes of securing sponsorship for those
resolutions among other MAU delegations and immerse themselves in the
complex rules of the African Union,
by which the MAU functions.
“I’ve really begun to appreciate
the work that goes into policies and
decision making,” Burgess says. “All
49 of my peers in my committee
had national interests, just as I had
my own. In the calm confines of a
classroom, it is easy to say, ‘This is
the solution,’ but in reality, in the heat
of the moment, there were 50 different solutions that we all had to agree
upon, and that is no small task. It really
changes how I approach the classroom
because I now take an extra second to
think, ‘but in practice…?’ and that helps
me think more realistically.”
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eign languages, literatures and cultures, as
well as Research and Scholarship, the College of Arts and Letters, Cross-Disciplinary Studies, International Programs and
Africana Studies.
MODEL ARAB LEAGUE

The 10-member Model Arab League team
was the delegation from Egypt for the
Capital Area Regional Model Arab League
Conference, which simulates the general
and specialized councils of the 22-member
League of Arab States. The team’s participation came on the heels of a “trial run” in
2013 before a competitive application process, which included coursework in Middle
Eastern and Arabic studies and/or travel in
the region, set the 2014 membership.

To prepare for the conference, held at
Georgetown University in November
2015, team members enrolled in a onecredit course taught by advisor Manal
Jamal, professor of political science. Meeting weekly, the team researched regional
issues and possible MAL crisis scenarios,
which are challenging components at
many of the model simulations.
“The students learn a lot in their own
preparation and that of others,” said Jamal,
who added that students often met beyond
team sessions to update each other on
research and to improve their adherence to
Roberts Rules of Order, the MAL’s standard.
“It was a great way for me to meet new
people who share the same passion for
Middle Eastern politics as I do and taking

Opening doors

their viewpoints and opinions into consideration,” said Marina Shanoudi, an international affairs major.
MODEL EUROPEAN UNION

Another first-year team, the Model European Union, is made up of 10 students
selected by a committee. Representing the
delegation from Hungary, the students
researched refugee and foreign policy questions to prepare for this year’s migration
crisis simulation.
They were one of 15 college teams participating in the Mid-Atlantic EU Simulation
in November 2015.
In addition to researching as a group at
weekly one-credit course meetings and more
individually to prepare for their role, team

MOOT COURT

Tre Allen
Psychology major, pre-law student
Students interested in earning a spot on
JMU’s Moot Court team complete the political science course The Appellate Process and
Practice in the spring semester before being
considered for the six-member body. Then they
take the Moot Court course in the fall semester
to prepare for the American Collegiate Moot
Court Association Competition’s MidAtlantic Regional. The competition is
one of 10 regionals that are national
qualifying tournaments.
The Moot Court, in its fourth
year at JMU, requires students
to be prepared to argue
either side of a case.
“At competition, we present our argument to current lawyers, judges and
law students,” Allen says.
“It has really helped me
to always be prepared
for public speaking and
to know how to handle
difficult situations.”
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members had to gain a deep understanding
of the formal procedures of the European
Parliament, a complicated set of rules.
MEU differs from other international
body deliberations in that participants represent not only the official government policy
positions, but also dissidents and opposing
political parties, said advisor John Scherpereel, professor of political science. “The
experience is not simply about negotiating
with other students who are playing other
countries’ roles.”
The JMU team also met with policy
advisors at the Hungarian Embassy to the
United States.
“We want students who participate in
the simulation to get a stronger sense of
the diversity represented in the EU and the
ways that the EU’s international institutions
manage that diversity,” said Scherpereel. “In
this sense, the experience provides excellent
training for students interested in pursuing
diplomatic and policymaking careers.”
MODEL UNITED NATIONS

Model United Nations is organized differently than JMU’s other model simulations.
Run as an officially recognized student organization, MUN is an extracurricular activity
that dates to 2008 in which students take on
the role of a delegate to the U.N., representing a chosen country alongside other delegates in simulated U.N. committees.
While Model U.N. participants receive
awards for their ability to play assigned roles,
Adam Miner (’16), president in 2015-16,
said, “What I would rather my members do

‘What I would
rather my members do is grow
in their abilities, specifically
public speaking,
research gathering, critical thinking and overall
confidence.’
— ADAM MINER (‘16),
former Model United Nations president
is grow in their abilities, specifically public
speaking, research gathering, critical thinking and overall confidence.”
The organization’s 25 members simulate
world issues and crises at their weekly meetings,
and between six and 16 students vie to compete
in conferences at other East Coast universities
during the November-April season.
MOOT COURT

Students interested in earning a spot on
JMU’s Moot Court team complete the political science department’s three-credit seminar
course The Appellate Process and Practice in
the spring semester before being considered
for the six-member body. Then, they take
the one-credit Moot Court course in the
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Model simulation experiences hone critical thinking skills as students delve into
cultural complexities and competing
interests to solve problems and resolve
crisis scenarios.

first block of the fall semester to prepare for
the American Collegiate Moot Court Association Competition, which held its MidAtlantic Regional in November at Regent
University in Virginia Beach. The competition is one of 10 regionals that are national
qualifying tournaments, explained advisor
and political science professor Elaine Chisek.
The Moot Court, in its fourth year at
JMU, requires students to be prepared to
argue either side of a case. The 2015 topic
related to the free exercise of religion and the
Equal Protection Clause of the Constitution. The team meets twice a week to share
case research and to practice oral argument.
In addition to critiquing her students’ performance, Chisek arranges alumni speakers
and field trips for her team. In Spring 2015,
the group visited the Virginia Supreme
Court, and JMU President Jonathan R.
Alger, who holds a J.D. degree from Harvard Law School, served as a judge for the
2014-15 team. That team performed well at
the regional competition and went on to the
national competition.
“At competition, we present our argument
to current lawyers, judges and law students,”
said Tre Allen, who is majoring in psychology and working on a pre-law program. “It
has really helped me to always be prepared
for public speaking and to know how to handle difficult situations.”
P H O T O G R A P H B Y T R E Y S E C R I S T ( ’ 1 5)
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‘What do you want to get out of our time?’
Civic learning mentor program gives students a second chance to succeed

S

BY B R A D J E N K I N S (’ 9 9)

tephen and I had been meeting for a couple of
weeks, and it looked like we were settling into a
familiar routine: lunch at Market One on campus
(our usual: burgers and fries) and small talk about
life at JMU—his as a student and mine overseeing
the student newspaper and teaching.
“So, what do you want to get out of our
time together?” I asked. It’s a question I routinely ask the
students I mentor through JMU’s Civic Learning Mentor
Experience, which is run through the Office of Student
Accountability and Restorative Practices. The goal of
the weekly meetings, held for eight to 15 weeks, is
to give students who have violated a university policy the chance to be mentored and think through
their mission and goals.
The program, begun in the mid-1990s, has
grown over the years so that at least 50 students
are being mentored at any given time, with
a pool of nearly 100 trained faculty and staff
mentors to call on.
Usually, students greet my question with a
stare or a “Let me think about that and I’ll let
you know.” The next week, I’ll ask again, and
the response is similar.
Stephen was different.
“I’d like to do something,” he told me,
“accomplish something.” He had a couple
of ideas: Maybe we could learn something
together or work on a project.
Stephen’s early reception to being mentored
surprised me, given where he’d been when he
started meeting with me in the fall of 2012.
Already, he had spent a semester suspended from
JMU and attending a community college near his
hometown after violating alcohol policies for a third
time. The civic learning program was his last chance to get through his
final year and graduate in May.
It took a while for us to figure out what our “project” would
be. As fall turned into winter and Stephen started thinking about
graduation, we continued having lunch and I kept listening. Meanwhile, Stephen was trying to figure out what to do with the communications degree he was about to get.
EDITOR’S NOTE: This column originally appeared as a “Be the Change” blog
post in June 2015. To learn more about the Office of Student Accountability and
Restorative Practices, visit jmu.edu/osarp.
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One day over lunch, Stephen casually told me how he had
recently helped some of his friends settle an argument.
“Doesn’t conflict bother you?” I asked, adding that I dreaded it.
No, he told me, adding that he actually enjoyed helping people
figure out how to solve disagreements.
“Have you ever heard of the mediation center?” I asked.
He hadn’t, so later that week I sent Stephen some information on Harrisonburg’s Fairfield Center, a mediation
group that was looking for interns. It could be a place to
test out whether mediation fit him. He eventually got
the internship, working about 30 hours a week during the spring semester.
I don’t often see the long-term effects of mentoring. After they’ve finished their required weeks
with me, the students I mentor are glad to be
done with the program, and I only hear from
them again through a reflection paper they
write. That’s usually it.
I expected the same thing with Stephen. It
had been nearly two years since he graduated
when a friend heard about my time volunteering
as a mentor and asked if I’d write about it. I sent
Stephen an email asking if he still had his reflection paper. Somehow, I had misplaced it.
A day later, he wrote back and attached the paper,
and I chuckled again as I read his description of me:
“a kick-ass mentor.” That was a new superlative, but
one I am proud to own.
Stephen also suggested we have lunch sometime.
So a few weeks later, as the spring semester was winding down, he drove from Northern Virginia and we
met for pizza.
Stephen was the same confident, outgoing person I
remembered, but he had matured and become less arrogant
than when I had seen him as a student, something he’d later confirm.
“I’m getting married!” he announced as we sat down at our
booth, then flipped through some photos on his phone before getting to his engagement photo.
Stephen has had several jobs since graduation, all of them in
sales, and each one has led to the next. But that first job, right out of
college? The interviewer noticed Stephen had worked in a mediation center, and it was the clincher.
I couldn’t help but remind Stephen that I had told him about
the mediation center during our civic learning days. He hadn’t
forgotten.
FA L L
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Achill Island, County Mayo, Keel in the distance

Teaching an old
culture new tricks
Students help a nonprofit in Ireland preserve
an oral history tradition BY M A RY E VA N S (’15)

A

nonprofit organization in County Clare, Ireland, has a toolkit to help
preserve the region’s rich oral history thanks to a visit from JMU professors and students.
In the summer of 2015, participants in the short-term study-abroad
program “Ireland: Text, Image and New Media” worked with the Clare
Oral History and Folklore Group to train volunteers to record local
stories that have been passed down through the generations.
“[The group was] capturing a version of Clare that is receding into the past because we
are [now] communicating with each other differently,” explains Shaun Wright, a professor of media arts and design at JMU.
Wright, along with theatre and dance professor Zachary Dorsey and Seán McCarthy,
professor of writing, rhetoric and technical communication, led the trip. McCarthy, who
grew up in County Clare, has a brother who is on the nonprofit’s board of directors.
The program afforded students the opportunity to experiment with storytelling through
a variety of new media and to present those stories to Clare’s younger generations. The
students worked in groups to create designs, microdocumentaries, press releases, a social
media plan and educational materials that the organization can use for years to come.
“The students’ abilities and talents give [the nonprofit] elements to enhance their
organization that [they] would not have normally had the funds to do,” Wright said.
The educational materials varied by age group. Local elementary-school students, for
example, could be charged with creating a sequence of illustrations to tell a story about
their family or themselves. Middle-schoolers could practice recording their own oral
histories, while high-school students could create an interactive map using geotagging of
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JMU professor
Shaun Wright
(standing, far right)
and students on
the set of a minidocumentary on the
work of the Clare
Oral History and
Folklore Group.
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‘[The group was] capturing a version
of Clare that is receding into the past
because we are [now] communicating
with each other differently.’
— SHAUN WRIGHT,
professor of media arts and design

specific locations and adding text, audio
and pictures.
“This partnership proved to be more
beneficial than we had ever imagined,”
said Pat Hayes, director of the Clare Oral
History and Folklore Group. “As a small
local charity run exclusively by volunteers,
we rely heavily on donations to sustain
our work. However, even more important
than that is the generosity of people in
donating their time and expertise to help
us promote our work and raise our public

profile. In this regard, the work undertaken by our JMU friends was vital and
totally outside the skill set of our current
volunteer base.”
Meeting people from a different culture
and taking the time to hear their stories
enhanced the student experience, McCarthy
said. “The partnership opened a window to
a different world for them, and the students
reciprocated by capturing their stories.”
Said Kelly Carlin (’16), an English major
with a minor in creative writing, “You can
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look at something and see exactly what
that person is talking about and what the
connection is right in front of you. There
is something more personal than you could
ever get learning it on your own.”
“I can assure you,” Hayes said, “that the
students have helped change the charity in
more ways than I can mention.”
EDITOR’S NOTE: The annual study-abroad
trip, renamed “Ireland in Text, Image and Transmedia,” continued this past summer with the theme
“The Irish Imagination.”
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The 2015 summer study-abroad
trip “Ireland: Text, Image and
New Media” was co-led by professor Seán McCarthy (far right),
who grew up in County Clare.
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Layering the
past and present
Interactive mapping tool offers communities
a valuable historical resource BY JA N E T S M I T H (’ 81)

T

wo JMU men with a keen interest in digital technology—one a historian
and the other a geographic information science specialist—are developing an affordable, interactive mapping tool to make access to historical
resources more open to the public.
“It’s our ‘small-d’ democratic approach,” history professor Kevin Borg
says of “Spatial History in the Public Square: Maps, Images, & Archives
in the Community.” He and Bradley Andrick (’14), GIS coordinator in
Facilities Management, are championing the tool as an alternative to complicated GIS and
mapping programs. Spatial history, Borg explains, is his discipline’s combination of historians’ questions and the analytical capabilities of geospatial technology and computers.
The online resource shows maps of Harrisonburg, Virginia, past and present. Supported
by a $4,000 grant from the Virginia Foundation for the Humanities, Borg and Andrick
have “stitched” together modern satellite imagery and historical Sanborn maps, which were
risk-evaluation resources for the U.S. fire insurance industry beginning in 1867. Users can
fade and zoom between detailed maps of the city from 1886, 1912
and 1930 that can be overlaid on contemporary views of the region to
see clearly the geographic changes in the city within the last century.

History professor Kevin Borg (left) and Bradley Andrick (‘14), GIS coordinator in JMU
Facilities Management, have developed an interactive mapping tool to facilitate the
sharing of community historical resources.
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(L to R): Doris Harper
Allen, one of Simms’
former students, with
JMU students Deana
Forbes, Brett Seekford
and Hannah Jones
at the opening of the
exhibit in April.
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1886

This screen grab
from “Spatial History in the Public
Square” overlays a
map of downtown
Harrisonburg from
1886 (gray box) on
a modern satellite
image of the city.
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Historical photographs, printable PDF
articles, links to research papers and other
resources enrich the map layers by adding
the stories of earlier Harrisonburg residents,
businesses and buildings.
Throughout their work on the Harrisonburg project, Borg and Andrick prized a goal
of concurrently developing a technological
framework that they could share with other
entities interested in creating their own online
spatial history resources. “Our goal was to
make an interface useful to communities; one
that was graphically clean, accessible, replicable and affordable,” Borg says. He and Andrick
visualize people at community museums, historical societies and other similar organizations building sites to share their groups’ own
unique collections with the world.
“About $100 will start a site,” says
Andrick, who applied his GIS education
and experience at JMU to match more userfriendly—and often less expensive—software and other technology to the project.
“You don’t have to be a GIS cartographer to

‘Our goal was to
make an interface
useful to communities; one that was
graphically clean,
accessible, replicable and affordable.’
— KEVIN BORG,
JMU history professor
build a site when using the interface we’ve
piloted,” he says.
Representatives of two local historical
groups are already interested in the possibilities the Harrisonburg site and its technological framework offer. Robin Lyttle of the
Shenandoah Valley Black Heritage Project
and Dale MacAllister of the HarrisonburgRockingham Historical Society contrib-

uted photographs, newspaper articles and
other resources to “Spatial History in the
Public Square.”
“The project has opened us up to a new
way of looking at this history and how to
preserve it,” says Lyttle, who envisions her
organization using the expertise Borg and
Andrick are willing to share. “Our [current] website has been designed to share
our research and that of other historians,”
she says. “The Spatial History project is a
perfect example of how these kinds of collaborations are a ‘win-win’ for all.”
“The society would certainly use the technology at our museum,” MacAllister says.
“Modern students and millennials definitely
appreciate interactive displays that pique
their interest—in this case in local history.”
“The goal when Brad and I began this
project was to strip down the workings
and make a resource as elegant and usable
as possible,” Borg says. “I believe we have
figured out a process and can now share it
with others.”

40-YEAR HISTORICAL SNAPSHOT OF HARRISONBURG

Sanborn maps were published beginning in 1867 as risk-evaluation resources for the U.S. fire insurance
industry. Community information such as population, water quality and firefighting capabilities were noted.

1886
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A helping hand
International students benefit from mentors, friendships with local families

I

BY J I M H E F F E R NA N (’ 9 6)

nternational students bring
unique perspectives and add an
important element of diversity
to the Madison community. The
Office of International Programs
offers several initiatives designed
to facilitate these students’ transition to life at JMU and to help
ensure their success.
The Leaders for International Networking & Knowledge program was
instituted in 2006 in part to address
the university’s need to
improve the recruitment and
retention of international
students. Since then, more
than 60 student assistants
from around the world have
signed on to become program ambassadors, known
as “LINKers.” These individuals assist international students
with everything from campus tours
and residence hall check-ins to bus
schedules, shopping trips and opening a bank account—“basically everything their parent or sibling would do
for them,” says Yifei Zhang, a LINKer
originally from central China.
Each cohort of LINKers undergoes a two-semester program. In the
spring, they help with recruitment
and retention of international students by creating online admissions
profiles, blog posts and short informational videos, and they engage
in group work to advocate for the needs of the international student
community. They also host the annual International Student Leadership Conference at JMU. In the fall, LINKers assist with Transitions, JMU’s orientation for incoming international students, and
are available to answer any questions that their “LINKees” may have.
“When they ask me questions, I’m glad because it means they’re
comfortable with me,” says Zhang, who is majoring in economics
with a minor in mathematics. “I just try to keep a smile on my face
all the time. That’s very hard to do sometimes, but it’s very important for this job.”
LINKers attend bimonthly meetings and trainings and are
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evaluated based on intercultural and
leadership competencies.
“Being a LINKer taught me a key
definition to good leadership,” says
Michelle Lee (’15). “Leaders are not
superiors or commanders. They serve
as an example so that others may
learn the importance of giving back.
… The students who learn from their
LINKers go on to create a communal
atmosphere for future students, and
that’s what builds a strong academic
community.”
(Above): LINKers
Another transitional prohelp other international students
gram, Leaders in Internatransition to life at
tional Friendship Exchange,
JMU. (Left, below):
matches international stuThe LIFE program
matches students
dents at JMU with local famwith local families
ilies for friendship and culfor friendship and
tural exchange. LIFE is not
cultural exchange.
a residential program; rather,
the families volunteer to spend time
with the students and include them in
activities such as meals, recreational
outings, events and more.
Program director Hunter Swanson
says international students are genuinely interested in learning more about
American life and customs through
interactions with a local family.
“They get outside of just meeting 18to 21-year-olds on campus,” he says.
The families, in turn, gain an appreciation of different cultures and
get to sample new cuisines and even pick up on a new language.
“We have learned so much,” says Jane Rynar, who, with her husband Eric, serves as a LIFE friendship family. “In some ways, it has
helped me to shed some prejudices. That’s one of the wonderful
things about the program. Your eyes open and you become more
receptive, and you see life differently than you would if you had not
had these experiences.”
Students and families must apply to take part in the LIFE program. Participants are matched according to similar interests as
well their expectations for how often they want to meet. The program offers time commitments of three months, eight months or
a full year.
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The nontraditional Madison Experience
Adult students bring academic focus and valuable life perspectives to the classroom

A

BY JA N G I L L I S (’ 0 7 )

fter a successful career in motivational training, Virginia Sandlin (’15) retired to concentrate on her grandchildren. But she soon
found herself wanting more. An activist for
more than 50 years, Sandlin wanted to use her
writing skills to advocate for a more peaceful
and equitable society.
“I decided to go to JMU because people look for academic letters after the names of authors they do not already know,” she says.
At Madison, Sandlin found much more. “JMU is really different from other universities. I’ve always felt welcome. That’s
why I wanted to come here. This environment is one of a model
collaborative community.”
Having completed her undergraduate degree at 72, Sandlin
holds the distinction of being the oldest graduate of JMU’s Adult
Degree Program to date. And she’s not stopping there. Sandlin
will graduate in May 2017 with a master’s degree in education.
“There is a leadership feeling about this university,” Sandlin

says. “The faculty encourage students’ thinking. They are serious
about assisting students in achieving their goals.”
The Adult Degree Program brings a special kind of diversity to
Madison’s campus. The academic focus of these students, combined
with their unique life experiences, enrich JMU’s student body.
Students accepted into the Adult Degree Program are at least 22
years of age and do not follow any of the traditional majors offered at
JMU. Instead, these individualized-study majors select courses from
two or more subject areas to create their own specific concentration.
JMU fiscal specialist Amy Brooks began her academic career at
Madison as the mother of five boys, including 2-year-old twins. “I
figured I would start with one class and see how it felt,” she says.
Her concentration in organizational communication and training has allowed her to explore instructional design. The coursework
could be considered a natural fit: “As a mom, I’m used to organizing,
delegating responsibility and pushing others to perform,” she says.
The recipient of the Elizabeth M. Finlayson Scholarship,
Brooks is a strong proponent for giving people opportunities for

‘I came from a low-income
family. There wasn’t
discussion of college
when I was younger.’
– AMY BROOKS

‘JMU is really different from
other universities. I’ve always
felt welcome. That’s why I
wanted to come here.’
– VIRGINIA SANDLIN (’15)
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Opening doors

‘I chose environmental geography as my concentration.
I loved traveling the world,
exploring new landscapes
and other cultures.’
– NATHANIEL MORRISON (’14)

‘I’ve found professors to be uniformly receptive to having me
in class as an adult student.’
– CARA TAMBERRINO

an education. “I came from a low-income
family. There wasn’t discussion of college
when I was younger. I went to cosmetology
school right after high school.”
Like other adult students, Brooks has
found academic life challenging, but also
rewarding. “I’ve gone from being really
scared to looking forward to getting a master’s in educational technology,” she says.
While only two or three years older
than JMU’s typical student, Cara Tamberrino has an atypical schedule, putting
in 40-45 hours a week at work while pursuing her degree. She’s planning on her
concentration in hospitality management
and communications to set the stage for
a career in event management. Like other
adult learners, Tamberrino has enjoyed
JMU’s welcoming environment.
“At the very beginning of every semes-

ter, I always talk to my professors,” she
says, “explaining that as an adult student,
I may not have taken the same classes as
other JMU students. I’ve found professors
to be uniformly receptive to having me in
class as an adult student.”
Nathaniel Morrison (’14) entered the
program having already earned college
credit. In fact, he had attended JMU from
1997 to 2001, but fell short of earning his
degree. “I just didn’t have a direction as to
what I was going to do in my life,” he says.
After spending several years in the
financial services industry, Morrison
decided to make a change. “To change
industries, I needed a bachelor’s degree. I
wanted more options in the job market,”
he says. “I’ve lived all over the country,
lived abroad in Germany, and my one
regret was not finishing my degree.”

The individualized program of study
allowed him to craft an academic career
tailored to his background and interests.
“I chose environmental geography as my
concentration. I loved traveling the world,
exploring new landscapes and other cultures.
People around the world are connected. We
should be good stewards of the land.”
His second academic career enjoyed a far
different trajectory than his first. Focused
and determined, Morrison was a stellar student, posting a 3.9 GPA. “It’s not often we get
a chance to correct a regret in life,” he says.
Though their backgrounds may differ
from JMU’s traditional students, their
experiences reflect the common assets of
the Madison Experience: rigorous academics, intellectual exploration and a
wide-open door to fulfilling opportunities
and careers.

‘There is a leadership feeling about this university. The faculty encourage students’ thinking. They are serious about
assisting students in achieving their goals.’ – VIRGINIA SANDLIN (’15)
Published by JMU Scholarly Commons, 2016
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Going for GOLD

Graduates of the Last Decade Network inspiring young alumni to give back to JMU
BY A L I C I A P E T T I S (’ 14), young alumni program manager, Of f ice of Annual Giving

A

(Above): Madison Alumni Conlu m n i w h o h a v e
ference attendees enjoyed a
graduated within
perfect June evening for a pict he pa st 10 yea rs
nic behind the Festival Conference and Student Center.
ma ke up about
highly values education because
one-third of the total JMU
informing alumni about the
alumni population. In order to
importance of supporting JMU
better engage with this large
creates the habit of giving.
group, the Office of Annual
Total GOLD Alumni
Finally, they inspire GOLD
Giving created the GOLD
alumni to make a difference by
Network to build opportuniinvesting their time and talents
ties for engagement and givare leadership annual
in their alma mater.
ing. The mission of the new
givers in the President’s
The GOLD net work has
Graduates Of the Last Decade
Council who gave a
seen
a very successful first year.
Network is to foster lifelong
total of $467,221
GOLD volunteers have encourrelationships with these gradu
aged other young alumni to get
ates to inspire philanthropic
involved with the university
engagement with JMU.
of the alumni
through events such as Giving
To accomplish the mission,
population graduated
donated for the
Day and Career & Networking
the network volunteers embody
within the last 10 years
first time in FY16
month. Are you interested in
philanthropy to JMU, because
All numbers are from fiscal year 2016, which ran from July 1,
helping us achieve our mission?
through their actions they
2015, to June 30, 2016.
We’re looking for talented and
encoura ge their peers to join
phila nt hropica lly enga ged
them. They also embrace stewardship as a way to say “thank you” and demonstrate the powerful JMU alums, less than 10 years out from graduation, to join us.
impact of annual gifts on the university and beyond. The network Learn more at jmu.edu/give/GOLD/join.

40,349

233

1st

678
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Alumni Association News

Madison’s legacy
of engagement
BY H E AT H E R H E D R I C K (’ 0 0), president , JMU Alumni A ssociation

T

he first weekend in June, I traveled from my home in you and ensure that you are continuing to take advantage of
Richmond, Virginia, back to campus for one of my all JMU has to offer. The legacy of engagement, access and
favorite weekends of the year at JMU—the Madison inclusion continues long after alumni leave campus. This fall
Alumni Conference. MAC brings alumni leaders and marks one year since the Office of Alumni Relations added a
volunteers from the Duke Club, the Office of Admissions and career and networking focus to better serve alumni needs. Take
the Alumni Association together to learn from each other and to advantage of the monthly webinars, career-focused newsletter
learn more about what is happening at the university today from and networking events happening in your area. Get involved
senior leaders at JMU. The best part of MAC is the enthusiasm by coming back to campus to interact with current students or
that each participant feels for JMU. This is a group that most host students in your home for a networking dinner. My husband and I teamed up with another alumni couple this past
definitely “bleeds purple.”
As usual, I left MAC amazed by all of our outstanding alumni semester to host one of these student dinners in our home, and
volunteers and how much they give of their time, talent and trea- it was a great experience. In volunteering, I find that JMU consure to James Madison University. These are alumni from all tinues to give me opportunities to learn, make lifelong friends
decades, all areas of the country and all walks of life, yet they and develop my network.
While your alumni association and university offer numerous
share the same passion for JMU. Hearing their stories, I started
to see a common thread as to why they are so engaged—because ways to engage long after you are a student here on campus, we
JMU has given them so much. Many of their stories mirror my can’t invite you if we don’t know how to connect with you. Updating your email is fast and
own. JMU has been the
easy and gives you great
foundation for a dynamic
access and insight into
career that I love. I was
the university through the
blessed to meet my husweekly Madison Update
band of 16 years, a fellow
e-newsletter sent out by
Duke, while at JMU, and
the Alumni Association.
I also met lifelong friends
The benef its to staying
who I never would have
connected to JMU are
known were it not for this
endless ! Simply update
institution. It is no wonyour email by going to
der that these fellow alums
jmu.edu/myinfo.
and I often muse what
Finally, whether it is
our lives would be like
sharing your professional
had JMU not been such
experience with a class
an important part of it.
on c a mpu s, at tend i ng
We benefited from all this
a sporting event, ma kuniversity has to offer, not
ing a gift or attending an
just for four or five years,
alumni event, I hope you
but for all the years since
will engage with the uniour graduation.
versity in the way that is
I e nc ou r a g e y ou t o
most meaningful to you.
take a moment to ref lect Members of the Charlotte chapter leadership team were among the alumni
Go Dukes!
on what JMU means to in attendance at the Madison Alumni conference in June.
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Nashville connection
JMU alumni are taking the country music
industry by storm BY K A I T Y K I R W I N (’ 1 6)

T

he road from Harrisonburg to Nashville is full of twists
and turns, but some JMU alums have found their way to
Music City and are staking their claim in country music.
Ross Copperman (’04), the Academy of Country
Music’s 2016 Songwriter of the Year, and three of the members of
the band Old Dominion, winner of ACM’s New Duo/Group of the
Year, began their careers as Dukes.
“The music department drew me to JMU,” Copperman said. “I
knew I wanted to do something in music, and JMU had the best
program around. Then I came up with my parents and did a tour
of the school and absolutely fell in love with the campus. I knew it
was meant to be.”
While at JMU, Copperman was focused on a career as a performer. “It’s where everything started for me,” he said. The talented music major was playing shows at Taylor Down Under
and building a following when he got the opportunity to open
for country music star Phil Vassar (’85), who was returning to
his alma mater for a performance in October 2003 on the heels
of an ACM award for Male Vocalist of the Year and a string of
No. 1 hits.
After the show, Vassar’s keyboard player, Clay Ryder, invited
Copperman to come to Nashville to record an album. “I took him
up on the offer and made my first record, ‘Believe,’ in the basement
studio at EMI,” Copperman said.

(Above): Mike Meadows (’00) (far right, on the
mandolin) is a member of Taylor Swift’s band, The
Agency. The singer-songwriter released a five-song
EP, “When You Need Someone, Volume One,” in
2015. (Right): Meadows performing in Harrisonburg
in 2001 with Devin Malone (’01), another Nashville
based musician alum, and future Old Dominion
band members Geoff Sprung (’01), Brad Tursi (’02)
and Whit Sellers (’00).

Ross Copperman (’04) with Dierks Bentley (right) at the Country
Music Hall of Fame and Museum in Nashville, Tennessee.

Copperman joined the National Association for Campus Activities touring circuit, playing colleges all over the country. That led to
a record deal with Sony UK. “After two years [living and recording]
in London, I decided to make the move to Nashville.”
Today Copperman is one of the most sought-after songwriters
in country music, having written hits for such artists as Kenny
Chesney, Keith Urban and Luke Bryan.
Like Copperman, Old Dominion bassist Geoff Sprung (’01)
chose JMU on the strength of its music program. “The largest part
of preparing me for my career was putting me in an environment
where I was surrounded by talented people,” Sprung said. “I learned
a lot about music and the music business from my professors, but
just as much from the people sitting next to me in the classes.”

(Above): Old Dominion
band members (L to
R) Trevor Rosen, Geoff
Sprung (’01), Matthew
Ramsey, Brad Tursi
(’02) and Whit Sellers
(’00) are touring the
country in support
of their debut album,
“Meat and Candy.”
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Copperman opened for country music star Phil Vassar (’85) at the
JMU Convocation Center during Homecoming Weekend in 2003.
(Inset): Vassar conducting a master class at JMU in 2013.

At Madison, Sprung met drummer Whit Sellers (’00) and guitarist Brad Tursi (’02). After college, the three men would eventually find their way to Nashville separately as songwriters, performers and session players before teaming up with two other musicians
to form Old Dominion.
The band is currently touring the country on the success of their
acclaimed debut album “Meat and Candy,” which features the singles “Snapback” and “Break Up With Him.”

‘The largest part
of preparing me
for my career was
putting me in an
environment where
I was surrounded by
talented people.’
— GEOFF SPRUNG (’01)

‘The music department
drew me to JMU. … I knew
it was meant to be.’
— ROSS COPPERMAN (’04)
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Distinguished contributors
JMU honors alumni award winners

T

he Alumni Association honors the achievements
of notable alumni and faculty at its annual awards
banquet. In this column, we’re giving our readers
a closer look at some of the 2016 award winners,
the exceptional people who help make JMU great and help
create a better world for us all. Stay tuned; Madison will
continue to publish profiles of the various alumni winners
in future issues.

Brian Balmages (’98)
Distinguished Alumni, College of Visual and Performing Arts
“I’m not used to being up in front of people talking. I’m used to
being up in front of people with a baton in my hand,” Brian Balmages (’98) said in accepting the Distinguished Alumni Award
from the College of Visual and Performing Arts.
Balmages, an award-winning composer, conductor, producer
and performer, holds a bachelor’s degree in music from JMU
and a master’s degree from the University of Miami. He has
worked with groups
ranging from elementary schools to
professional ensembles, including the
Baltimore Symphony
Orchestra and the
Miami Symphony
Orchestra.
In 2012, he received
the prestigious Albert
Austin Harding Award
from the American
School Band Directors
Association. He is
also a 2010 winner of
the Harvey G. Phillips
Award for Compositional Excellence, presented by the InternaBrian Balmages (’98) composes music
tional Tuba-Euphonium
in his studio.
Association. His music
has premiered at such prestigious venues as Carnegie Hall, the
Kennedy Center and Meyerhoff Symphony Hall.
Balmages said at the conclusion of his final semester at JMU in
1998, he began to realize he never really had to fully leave. “Every
time I go conduct in a different state or in a different country, I am
running into alumni,” he said. “This world of music is very small,
and our alumni are everywhere. It is such a great pleasure to be
a part of this network of great people.”
While at JMU, Balmages was a Marching Royal Duke and the
principal trumpeter in the Madison Brass. He was also a member
of the JMU Wind Symphony, JMU Symphony Orchestra and Brass
Ensemble. Currently, he is the director of instrumental publications
for the FJH Music Company Inc.
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Beth (’84) and Jarl (’84) Bliss
Distinguished Alumni Service
The 2016 recipients of the Inez Graybeal Roop Distinguished
Alumni Service Award are Beth and Jarl Bliss, members of the
Class of 1984. Both are dedicated volunteers and donors. Jarl
currently serves as chair of the College of Business Board of
Advisors and Beth is chair of the Women for Madison Executive
Advisory Council.
They emerged as
alumni leaders during
the Madison Century
Campaign, making
significant contributions to the College of
Business and the College of Science and
Mathematics, as well
as the renovation of
Bridgeforth Stadium.
Beth (’84) and Jarl (’84) Bliss
“Beth and Jarl love
the institution,” says Vanessa Evans-Grevious (’93, ’97M), rector,
JMU Board of Visitors. “You can see it in their faces every time
you interact with them; you can see it just by walking up to them
— the first thing they talk about is JMU.”
College of Business Dean Mary Gowan says, “Jarl and Beth
as a couple should be role models for any alums. They have
different interests but work together as a team to support their
interests at JMU.”
They met at JMU in their junior years when Jarl served as the
intramural soccer coach for Beth’s sorority. Beth is a sister of Zeta
Tau Alpha and Jarl is a brother of Sigma Nu fraternity. Beth earned
a B.S. in biology and Jarl earned a B.B.A. in accounting. Today,
Jarl is president of Lincoln Military Housing, comprised of almost
30,000 military homes in bases coast-to-coast for the Army, Navy
and the Marines. Beth left a successful career in sales and management to be a stay-at-home mom to their three daughters.
Their continued impact on the university is a testament to
the special power of the Madison Experience. “If we had half
a dozen couples like them, there would just be no stopping
us,” says Weston Hatfield, associate vice president, University
Advancement. “They are such believers in this place. … There’s
this enthusiasm and love for this place, you can just feel it with
them. … Every time I spend time with them it’s just so affirming
about how special this place is.”

‘Jarl and Beth as a couple should
be role models for any alums. They
have different interests but work
together as a team to support
their interests at JMU.’
— MARY GOWAN, dean, College of Business
B A L M A G E S P H O T O G R A P H B Y M AT T H E W W O R D E N ; B L I S S E S B Y H O L LY V E E N I S
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Andrea Woodson-Smith (’94)
Distinguished Alumni, College of Health and Behavioral Studies

Elayne Starkey (’84), center, toured campus with her husband
Buck and her mother during the 2016 alumni awards weekend.

Elayne Starkey (’84)
Distinguished Alumni, College of Integrated Science and Engineering
In an era of ever-increasing focus on information technology and
security, JMU alumna Elayne Starkey (’84) is an acknowledged
leader in the industry.
Starkey is a founding member of Delaware’s Department of
Technology and Information, charged with information technology
reform and revitalization. In her current role as chief security officer,
she is responsible for Delaware’s systemwide cybersecurity programs. She is the chair of the Delaware Information Security Officer
Team and a member of the Governor’s Homeland Security Council.
In addition, she is a Certified Information Systems Security Professional, a Computer Week’s Federal 100 winner and, in 2012, was
honored as one of the 10 Most Influential People in Government
Information Security by GovInfoSecurity.com.
Starkey entered the public sector in 1996 with the Delaware
Department of Public Safety. As chief information officer, she was
responsible for the coordination of the technology initiatives across
eight state agencies.
Selected as the 2016 Distinguished Alumni Award recipient by
the College of Integrated Science and Engineering, Starkey was a
computer science major at JMU, played field hockey and lacrosse,
and was a sister of Sigma Kappa sorority. She earned her master’s
degree in computer science at the Rochester Institute of Technology.
A lifelong volunteer mentor, Starkey is passionate about encouraging young women to pursue careers in science, technology and
math. She and her husband Buck live in Millsboro, Delaware, and
enjoy travel and sports.

Andrea Woodson-Smith’s (’94) basketball career at JMU was
sidelined by an in-game collision that left her with severe, irreversible arthritis in her hip and spine and limited her ability to
run and jump.
However, she did not let her injuries stop her. In 2010, she
was a member of the U.S. wheelchair basketball team that won
the world championship in Birmingham, England. She made the
crucial block that gave the U.S. the win in the last 19 seconds of
play. The women’s wheelchair basketball team also won gold at
the 2011 Parapan
American Games
and finished fourth
at the London 2012
Paralympics.
Woodson-Smith
is the recipient of
the Distinguished
Alumni Award for
the College of
Health and Behavioral Studies. At the
awards ceremony,
she thanked her
Sharon Lovell (left), dean of the College
of Health and Behavioral Studies, with
parents for their
tireless support and Andrea Woodson-Smith (’94) at the 2016
alumni awards banquet.
recognized several
influential people in her life who were in attendance, including her JMU coach, Sheila Moorman, and longtime advisor,
Casey Carter. Woodson-Smith also recognized her kinesiology
professor, saying, “I would also like to thank Dr. Jacqueline
Williams for getting me through my hardest year at JMU, my
senior year. At a time when I was at my lowest, she pushed me
through in order to graduate.”
After earning her degree in kinesiology from JMU, she went
on to earn a master’s in physical education from North Carolina
Central University in 1999 and a doctorate in physical education from Texas Women’s University in 2006. She is currently a
professor at North Carolina Central University, where she helps
design adaptive fitness programs. She has also worked to raise
awareness of colon cancer following the death of her mother
from the disease.

Nominations are open for the 2017 Alumni Awards
Distinguished Alumni Awards (by college) honor JMU alumni who have
made exemplary contributions in their chosen profession or fields of endeavor.
The Roop Alumni Service Award recognizes an alumnus/a for rendering outstanding
voluntary service to James Madison University and/or the JMU Alumni Association.

Please visit alumni.jmu.edu/awards to nominate
a fellow alumnus/a by Friday, Sept. 30, at 5 p.m.
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Dare to Dream

How James Madison University Became
Coed and Shocked the Basketball World
BY LOU CAMPANELLI WITH DAVE NEWHOUSE
GEORGE F. THOMPSON PUBLISHING, 2015
IS BN: 9781938086342

Book traces pivotal era at JMU
BY DAV I D TAY LO R (’ 8 5)

I

t was the defining moment in Lou Campanelli’s 13-year reign
as JMU men’s basketball coach:
“ … We were one point down to America’s Team with a
minute-and-a-half left. Coach (Dean) Smith’s strategy? What
else but his signature four-corner delay game? We had put him
on the defensive. Little ol’ JMU had North Carolina worried. …”
The year was 1982—during the golden age of college basketball. And while North Carolina went on to win that nationally
televised, NCAA tournament second-round game by a single
basket, the brash Jersey boy had put his Dukes on the map.
Dare to Dream is Campanelli’s aptly named book, co-authored
by Dave Newhouse. And for all who love James Madison University or college basketball, it’s a must-read.
Within its 240 pages, Dare to Dream traces Campanelli’s personal journey before, during and after his Madison years, and
delivers a wealth of behind-the-scenes anecdotes about the challenges he faced while building the Madison program from Division II to a Division I team of national prominence. And through
his memories, a key era of campus history—the transformation
of Madison College to JMU—comes alive.
Campanelli arrived in Harrisonburg shortly after Ronald
Carrier became Madison College’s fourth president, and quickly
became a key component of Carrier’s plan to increase male
enrollment by emphasizing intercollegiate athletics. The two
developed a relationship that was as strong as it was improbable given their radically dissimilar backgrounds—Campanelli,
a city boy from Elizabeth, New Jersey, and Carrier, from rural
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east Tennessee. Carrier
(who wrote the foreword
for Dare to Dream) even
accompa nied Ca mpa nelli on an early recruiting
trip, providing a linguistic
bridge between the coach’s
New Jersey lingo and the
rural dialect of a recruit
from the mounta ins of
southwest Virginia.
C a m p a n e l l i ’s t e a m s
qualif ied for five NCA A
inset): Men's basketball head
tourna ments. During a (Top,
coach Lou Campanelli leaps for joy
magical three-year stretch after one of his players hit the winshot in Godwin Hall's Sinclair
from 1981 to 1983, JMU ning
Gymnasium during the late 1970s.
k n o c k e d o f f n a t i o n a l (Above): Campanelli’s teams won
games and qualified for five
p o w e r s G e o r g e t o w n , 238
NCAA tournaments during his
Ohio State and West Vir- 13-year JMU coaching career.
ginia, each in first-round tournament games.
But Dare to Dream delivers more than basketball. Through
Campanelli’s stories of relationships with players, staff and other
coaches, the reader gets a clearer picture of an extraordinary time
in JMU history.
About the author: David Taylor (’85) was a sportscaster for JMU
Athletics for nearly four decades and provided color commentary on radio
broadcasts for Coach Campanelli’s final two seasons at Madison.
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Exonerated
BY SETH DYMOND (’00)
CHUNKY POPS PUBLISHING,
2015
ISBN:
0 9 9 69 67 729

With the brutal
murder of a
cop’s sister,
the pressure
mounts to solve
the case, and
the investigation hones in on a young, uneducated, blue-collar worker who dated
the victim. An ambitious district
attorney prosecutes the case,
confident he will prevail, until a
renowned criminal defense lawyer
steps in to represent the defendant.

Leaving it on the Road
BY ERIC WAGNER (’12)
IUNIVERSE, 2016
I S B N -10 :
149179228 0

As Wagner chronicles his 33-day
bicycle journey
with his father
across the U.S.
in the spring of
2013, he tells the

story of how he confronted his
personal demons and took the
first steps to getting his life back.

Balls of Fire! More
Snuffy Smith Comics
BY JOHN ROSE (‘86)
KING FEATURES/LULU.COM,
2016
I S B N -10 : 13295160 87

This is the second bodacious collection of King Features' popular,
long-running Barney Google and
Snuffy Smith comic strip by John
Rose. In this volume, Rose selects
over 350
of his
favorite
strips from
2013 to
2015. Back
cover text
written
by Willie and Korie Robertson of
Duck Dynasty.

No Matter What Befalls
Me: Virginia Families at
War and Peace
BY PATRICK SULLIVAN (‘74)
THE ORANGE COUNTY HISTORICAL SOCIETY, 2015
I S B N -13: 97819325 470 61

Sullivan
explores the
effect of the
American
Civil War
on various
families and
individuals
through their
own words.
The book is a compilation of 25
historical essays and includes
dozens of rare photos and other
images, two maps, a foreword,
an introduction and a comprehensive index.

Invisible Fault Lines
BY KRISTEN-PAIGE
MADONIA (’01)
SIMON & SCHUSTER BOOKS
FOR YOUNG READERS, 2016
I S B N -10 : 14 81430718

This compelling and lyrical young
adult novel
explores how
one teen
rebuilds her
life after
everything
seems lost.
Callie decides
to investigate

her father’s disappearance.
Maybe there was an accident at
the construction site he oversaw? Maybe he doesn’t remember who he is and is lost wandering somewhere? Then she
sees a familiar face in a photo
from the Great San Francisco
Earthquake of 1906 and wonders if the answer is something
else entirely.

A Year in Pinstripes
BY WILLIAM A. SAMPLE (’77)
CREATESPACE INDEPENDENT
PUBLISHING PLATFORM, 2016
I S B N -10 :
15 328 60730

Billy Sample was
15 years old in
1970 when he
decided that
he’d concentrate his efforts
toward a career
in professional
baseball. He subsequently played
three years each of high-school
baseball, American Legion ball,
college baseball, collegiate summer league ball and minor league
baseball that led to playing in
nine major league seasons.

UREC’S 20th ANNIVERSARY
and GRAND REOPENING
JOIN UREC FOR A CELEBRATION, TOURS, AND MORE!

OCT. 7–8, 2016
Published by JMU Scholarly Commons, 2016

#newREC
@jmuUREC
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Madison Events
SEPT. 17

Alumni Association/
Duke Club Tailgate at UNC
SEPT. 30 — OCT. 2

Family Weekend
OCT. 1

Dukes Night Out with
the White Sox
Chicago, Illinois
OCT. 7–8

OCT. 28

Homecoming Golf Tournament
Spotswood Country Club
DEC. 6 — 7

Winter Commencement
alumni/jmu.edu/events
jmu.edu/JMUArts
JMUSports.com
For more information and to register
for all Alumni events, please visit
alumni.jmu.edu/events

THREE GREAT THINGS ALL ALUMNI DO:
1

2

3

2016

UPDATE THEIR INFO

MAKE A GIFT

ATTEND ALUMNI EVENTS

OCT. 28 – 29

2016

UREC's 20th Anniversary
and Grand Reopening

#JMUHOMECOMING
alumni.jmu.edu/homecoming

FAMILY
WEEKEND
SEPT. 30 — OCT. 2, 2016

For more information, visit jmu.edu/parents
56
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Bluestone Reunion Weekend
Alumnae return to campus to celebrate loyalty, commitment and love for Madison

W

hen members of the Classes of 1966, 1961, 1956 senting Senior Class President Cathy Corea (’16) with a piece
and 1951 came back to campus to celebrate their of bluestone inscribed from the Class of 1966. Ewell charged
50th, 55th, 60th and 65th reunions, respectively, Corea with passing the bluestone down to the class of 2066 at
her 50th reunion.
they kicked off Bluestone
By far the most special parts of the weekReunion Weekend 2016
end were the times spent reminiscing and
with a session called “Madison Memoreconnecting with each other. Common
ries.” The alumnae laughed while sharing
topics were the bonds of friendship made
stories of the rules they had to follow,
while at Madison, the excellent professors
including not stepping on the grass on
— POLLY EWING BROWN (’66)
and the transformational moments experithe Quad, wearing a dress anytime they
enced while at college. “The
were outside their dorm
education we received here
and signing men in and out
was such a solid foundation
if they went on a date.
for starting life,” said Polly
On Friday night, memEwing Brown (’66).
bers of the Class of 1966
The weekend culminated
joined the Class of 2016 at
in the Bluestone Society
the Senior Candle LightInduction dinner Saturday
ing ceremony to induct the
night for the Class of 1966.
newest class into the JMU
Alumni are inducted into
Alumni Association. Mary
the Bluestone Society at
Steed Ewell (’66), chair of
their 50th reunion. Over
the reunion committee, At this year’s Senior Candle Lighting ceremony, members of the Class
175 people, including many
spoke to the seniors about of 1966 inducted the Class of 2016 into the JMU Alumni Association.
Mary Steed Ewell (’66), chair of the reunion committee, presented
past inductees, attended the
the importance of celebrat- Senior Class President Cathy Corea (’16) with a commemorative piece
celebration.
ing reunions before pre- of bluestone to be handed down to the Class of 2066.

O T OJMU
G R A P Scholarly
H S B Y H O L LYCommons,
VEENIS
PublishedP Hby
2016

‘The education we
received here was such
a solid foundation for
starting life.’
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In 2006, students
helped rebuild
Katrina-affected
communities in the
Gulf Coast region
during JMU’s annual
Community Service
Learning Alternative
May Break trip.
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ALUMNI SPOTLIGHT

It’s all about how you rebound
Alums captivate audiences, raise awareness
about adaptive sport BY C AT H Y M C K AY (’ 9 8)

T
Award-winning designer Maria Causey (’84) recently founded her
own interior design firm, Maria Causey Interior Design.

71

Karen Whetzel (’74M)
was elected chairman of
the Shenandoah County, Virginia, school board in January
2016. Whetzel, who retired from
Shenandoah County Public
Schools in 2009 after 38 years as
a librarian and highschool principal, was
first elected to the
school board in 2009.

tries who demonstrate excellence
and extraordinary success in
such areas as innovation, financial performance and personal
commitment to their businesses
and communities. ✱ Michael
D. Seabrook, general manager
of Belle Meade Country Club in Nashville,
Tennessee, was elected
to the board of directors of Club Managers
Association of America
Joan Marie
at its 89th World ConCrump, the
ference on Club Mansoftball coach at Viragement and Club
ginia’s Powhatan
High School, holds
Charlie H. “Chuck” Business Expo, held
Martin III (’81)
in San Diego, Calithe Virginia High
fornia. Seabrook will serve on
School League’s softball record
for career wins. She has won five the board for a three-year term.
The CMAA is the largest professtate championships and was
sional association for managers
inducted into the VHSL Hall of
of membership clubs
Fame in 2014.
with 6,500 members
throughout the U.S.
Charlie H.
and internationally.
“Chuck” Martin III has been promoted to assistant vice
Former Supepresident of Carter
rior Court
Bank & Trust.
Judge Joseph R.
Slights III was unani
mously confirmed by
G.J. Hart,
Judge Joseph R.
Slights III (’85)
the Delaware Senate
executive
to serve as vice chancellor of the
chairman and CEO of CaliforDelaware Court of Chancery.
nia Pizza Kitchen, was a finalist for the 2016 EY Entrepreneur
Of The Year Award for Greater
Erin Galvin Scranton
Los Angeles. The awards proraises service dogs for
gram recognizes entrepreneurs in
Canine Companions for Indepenmore than 145 cities in 60 coundence, the country’s largest and

80

81

he Rebound is an award-winning documentary that follows the players of the Miami Heat Wheels, the city’s only
wheelchair basketball team. Directed by Shaina Koren (’11)
and produced by Mike Esposito (’10), The Rebound sparks
important conversations about disability and equal opportunity. Since its international debut, The Rebound has won acclaim
as an official selection at nine prestigious film festivals and awards,
including the Kaiser Thrive Award (Cinequest Film Festival) and the
Audience Award for Best Documentary at the Brooklyn Film Festival.
The Rebound crew is actively partnering with like-minded organizations around the country to raise awareness, foster important
conversations and stimulate support for adapted athletic programs.
I connected to The Rebound thanks to a shared desire to change
attitudes and perspectives about inclusion and adapted sport. Professor Joshua Pate of hospitality, sport and recreation management
and I arranged to meet with Shaina and Mike to explore potential
partnerships and to lay the
foundation for screening the
film on the JMU campus.
When asked how their
JMU experience contributed
to their current success, the
filmmakers noted how being
a Duke helped them view
life through a different lens:
“JMU [offers] opportunities
— SHAINA KOREN (’11)
to be exposed to new people, perspectives and experiences. Shaina and I actually met [on] a
JMU study abroad program to the Philippines. … [and] we emerged
as transformed individuals on a common path,” says Mike.
Shaina says, “My JMU experience (SMAD, anthropology, FrOG,
ASB, Study Abroad, Students Helping Honduras) allowed me to …
take a stand for what I believed in. These skills served me well with
our impact-driven approach to documentary filmmaking. We believed
that this unfamiliar world we had stumbled into — of competitive
adapted sports, and of people who may look a little different than
us but became our best friends — was a story worth telling.”

‘We figured out a
way to take our skill
sets and use them
to make an impact
on the world — to
Be the Change.’

About the author: Professor Cathy McKay teaches in kinesiology,
physical and health education’s teacher education concentration.

85

84

93

REAK P
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PublishedM AY
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(Above): The Rebound documentary film producer
Mike Esposito (’10) and
director Shaina Koren (’11)
with a Miami Heat Wheels
basketball team member.
(Left): Two players fight to
steal the ball.
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94

Erin Galvin Scranton (’93)
with Kastner, one of the service dogs she raises for Canine
Companions for Independence.

oldest service dog organization.
The organization provides assistance dogs, at no cost, to adults,
children and veterans with disa
bilities. She is currently president
of the CCI Capital Chapter, serving West Virginia, Northern Virginia and the District of Columbia. “I would love to get the word
out to my fellow JMU alumni in
the area (and in Harrisonburg)
who might want to raise a puppy
for CCI someday!” Erin is married to Stephen Scranton (’93).

Prissie Nguyen finished
her 38th marathon on
the Great Wall of China on
May 21, 2016. She is currently
working in human resources at
CapTech Consulting in Richmond, Virginia. ✱ Ian Rogol is
a 2016 awardee for the Athletic
Training Service Award from the
National Athletic Trainers Association. This prestigious national
award recognizes members for
their exceptional contributions
to the athletic training profession and the association. Rogol
is presently the head
athletic trainer at the
University of Mary
Washington, where
he has served since
August 2010.

99

Jamie Jones Miller and
Charlotte Evans Floyd
(’48) were recently honored
with national awards of excellence by Alpha Sigma Tau sorority. Both women were members
of the sorority’s Psi Chapter at
JMU, and Jamie served as president of the JMU Alumni Association from 2011-14. Jamie was
recognized with the Ada A. Norton Award for her outstanding service to the sorority. Charlotte was honored by her peers
with the Mary Charles Adams
Ashby Convention
Top Tau Award for
embodying the sorority’s values of intellect, excellence, graciousness, respect
and making meaningful connections
Aaron M.
during the convenPritchett is
Michelle Wall (’99) tion. ✱ Michelle Wall
the communications
videographer for Newport News
was chosen as the 2016 National
Shipbuilding, a division of HunMother of the Year by American
tington Ingalls Industries in
Mothers Inc., an organization
Newport News, Virginia. NNS
committed to valuing mothbuilds U.S. Navy aircraft carriers
ers through service and educaand submarines.
tion. She is a volunteer with the

96

Prissie Nguyen (’94) at the
Great Wall of China.

Greater Delaware Valley Chapter
of the Multiple Sclerosis Society,
where she was named the 2014
Volunteer of the Year. In 2015,
she was elected to the Appoquinimink School Board and is currently working as the fundraising
and events coordinator for Ken
Simpler LLC. She is a Girl Scout
troop leader and resides in Middletown, Delaware, with her husband and their two daughters.

00

Lora Nalberczinski
(’02M) is a speech language pathologist and owner of

Alumni represent JMU at inaugurations of university presidents in 2016
Elaine Hinsdale (’85) represented President Alger
and JMU at the installation
of Grant H. Cornwell as the
15th president of Rollins College in Winter Park, Florida,
April 9, 2016. After four years
in the Palm Beach area working in marketing and communications with Florida
(Above): Greg WerPower & Light Co., Hinsdale
ner (’94). (Right):
has moved back to the cenThe installation of
Dr. Christopher L.
tral Florida area to work for
Markwood.
PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP.
Bo Burch (’89) represented President Alger and JMU at the
installation of Dr. Jose V. “Zito” Sartarelli as chancellor of the
University of North Carolina Wilmington in Wilmington, North
Carolina, on March 31, 2016.

While space is limited in Madison print issues, the Alumni
Online Community gives you a chance to tell your full story,
share your photos and communicate with other alumni!
60
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Greg Werner (’94) represented President Alger and JMU at
the installation of Dr. Christopher L. Markwood as the fifth
president of Columbus State University in Columbus, Georgia,
on March 31, 2016.

Visit alumni.jmu.edu to sign up
and start sharing your news.
SCR A N TO N P H OTOGR A P H BY SA R A R I D D L E
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ANNOUNCEMENTS

FutureDukes
2000s Denise Rembis (’01)

Jamie Jones Miller (’99) (second from left) and Charlotte Evans
Floyd (’48), surrounded by members of the JMU Alpha Sigma Tau
chapter at their convention this summer.

the Speech and Language Center in Harrisonburg, Virginia.
The center provides speech therapy, occupational therapy, physical therapy and counseling, and
has recently added locations in
Dayton and Elkton. “We have a
passion for giving back to JMU,”
she says. “We have [created] formalized internship programs for
undergraduate speech and occu-

pational therapy students. We also
partner with the speech pathology graduate program as an
off-campus placement site.” She
is married to JMU alum Christopher Nalberczinski (’03, ’07M).

01

David A. Browning is
vice president for administration and finance at Barton College in Wilson, North Carolina.

and Ron, a daughter, Emma
Rose, 7/23/15 ✱ Emily (’04)
and Keith Ancowitz (’04), a
son, Tate Bradley, 2/12/16 ✱
Shannon Quantock Fowler
(’06) and Joseph, a daughter,
Ryann Olivia, 10/3/15 ✱ Joanne
Rupprecht Walter (’06) and
Kevin, a daughter, Brigid Eliz-

abeth, 03/02/16 ✱ Cat Voogd
Candela (’07) and Bobby (’01),
a son, Beckett Edward, 8/5/15 ✱
Laura Tutino McCloskey (’07)
and Kyle (’08) a son, Timothy
Luke, 5/1/16 ✱ Brooke Brehm
Powell (’08) and C. Ryan (’07),
a daughter, Elliotte Mary-Holm,
12/11/15 ✱ Kelly Blair Manchisi
(’09) and Michael (’10), a son,
Luke Alexander, 7/6/15

05

Josh Barnes
has been
working on the
National Security
Council staff at the
White House for
almost a year. “My
career has led me to
this point in large
part because of my
degree and educa-

tion at JMU and an
internship I got while
at JMU in the College of Integrated Science and Technology,” says Barnes.

David A. Browning
(’01)

07

Chris Kintner, who
earned a JMU M.B.A.
in 2007, has been

Two generations of service
Talk about a family tradition — current Parents Council members Dave (’91) and Marcy
(’91) Kozlowski are second-generation council members. Dave’s parents, Alexander and
Mary Kozlowski, and Marcy’s parents, Judith
and Roger Schnorbus, are all Parents Council veterans. The Kozlowskis filled Madison
magazine in on all the family details (grab
your notepad, these alums have deep connections with Madison!)
Tell us about your families’
Madison connections.
Marcy: Dave and I met on campus. My oldest
sister, Chris Schnorbus (’85), met her husband,
Rory Badura (’86), at JMU. My middle sister, Michelle Schnorbus (’87), married another
JMU grad, Paul Hux (’86); they met during
a Homecoming after graduation. My cousin,
Laura Schnorbus (’92) Selby, is another Duke,
and another cousin, Jeffrey Schnorbus, has a
daughter, Claudia, who currently attends JMU.
Most importantly, our daughter, Alexandra
(“Lexi”), is a junior at Madison.
Dave: My younger brother, Kevin Kozlowski
(’00), met and married another Duke, Katie

Published by JMU Scholarly Commons, 2016

Hopson (’00). My second cousin’s son, Greg
Kozlowski, is a senior at JMU, and his parents, Phillip and Helen, also serve on the
Parents Council.
What made you choose Madison
for your academic career?
Marcy: For me, it was an easy decision. With
my older sisters being Dukes, I fell in love with
the school after being there so much and
seeing them thrive. I majored in accounting.
Dave: I was a finance major. JMU was a
beautiful campus with mountains nearby and
great food, but the biggest reason I chose
JMU was the warm and friendly reception
that we experienced from students, faculty
and administration during our college visit.
Did your parents influence your decision
to serve on the Parents Council?
Dave: Yes, both sets of parents had a wonderful experience on the council. And, they
were really excited about the Madison Experience — a quality education combined with a
great value (even for out-of-state students!).
It was a win-win!

The Kozlowskis are so committed to JMU
that they recently made a gift to support
JMU’s Valley Scholars program. (Read
about Valley Scholars on Page 14.)

How has serving on the Parents Council
strengthened your connection with JMU?
Dave: We help with the First Year Send Off
picnic in Chesterfield County, and we serve
on the academics and resource subcommittees. The Parents Council has been a
great way to reconnect to our school. We
have learned a tremendous amount from
Parents Council sessions about services
and programs offered as well as future
plans. It is a wonderful group of people
that we are honored to serve with.
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named managing partner at
Assertive Professionals. The
company provides management
solutions to the Department of
Defense and U.S. intelligence
community. In December 2015,
Kintner received a Master of
Public Administration degree
from Penn State University.

11

Phillip Jefferson has
joined Cranfill Sumner
and Hartzog LLP in their
Raleigh, North Carolina, office
as an associate attorney practicing in the workers’ compensation group.

13

Erin Maley (’14M) is
a kindergarten teacher
at St. Anne’s School of Annap-

“We tell our graduating students every year that their
Madison Experiences can
continue after graduation.
We encourage them to stay
engaged with JMU and great
things can happen!” says
Alumni Association Past
President Larry Caudle. “Just
ask Sarah Wagoner (’08) and
Jason Moore (’05), who met on
July 24, 2014, at a Capitol Hill
reception for President Jona
than R. Alger at the Library of
Congress Memorial Hall, which
contains a life-sized statue of
James Madison. Nearly two
years later, on May 12, 2016,
Jason proposed to Sarah in
front of that statue.”

SUBMIT @ ALUMNI.JMU.EDU

olis, Maryland. This summer
she traveled with a group of college-aged students on a 49-day,
relay-style run from San Francisco, California, to Baltimore,
Maryland, to raise funds and
awareness for the Ulman Cancer
Fund for Young Adults.

15

Kathryn Green is
a teacher with the
Loudoun County, Virginia,
public school system. ✱ Megan
Hinton was recently selected
for a Fulbright Award as an

English teaching assistant in
Bosnia and Herzegovina during
the 2016-2017 academic year.
The Fulbright Program is the
flagship international educational exchange program of
the United States. As part of
her work, she plans to develop
a film and discussion series on
the United States. ✱ Eve Jacklin Johannesen (’16M) recently
accepted a position as a fifthgrade teacher at Rockhill Elementary School in Stafford
County, Virginia.

Proud parents Dana (’12) and
Daniel Wolfe (’12) were members of JMU’s inaugural engineering class. They say their
baby girl is destined to be a
future Duke and engineer, just
like her parents!

FACULTY
EMERITI NOTES
A N D F O R M E R FAC U LT Y N E W S

(Above): Faculty Emeriti Association members
enjoy tastings at Devil’s Backbone Brewery
and Bold Rock Cidery in Nelson County, Virginia, during one of their many outings in 2016.

The JMU Faculty Emeriti Association is a multifaceted organization open to all faculty and
administrative personnel who have been granted
emerita or emeritus status by the JMU Board of
Visitors. The organization provides an opportunity for retired faculty to continue association
with colleagues and to maintain ties to the university community. More than 200 retired faculty
and administrative professional staff members
are actively involved with the JMU Faculty Emer-
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iti Association through meetings, special interest
groups and cultural-themed trips. For more information, please contact Faculty Emeriti President
Violet Allain at allainvl@jmu.edu or Sherry King,
director of parent and faculty emeriti relations, at
kingsf@jmu.edu or by phone at 540–568–8064.
Professor Emeritus Lawrence M. Foley of Harrisonburg, Virginia, died March 7, 2016. He joined the
JMU faculty in 1969 and taught English until retirement in 2000.
CONNECT
All former professors are encouraged to submit
an “Emeriti Note” at madisonmag@jmu.edu.
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Celebrations & weddings

(Clockwise): Road Dawg joined in the wedding celebration of Sydney
Beam (’10) and former JMU baseball player Matthew Townsend (’11);
JMU grads, including a large group of Phi Sigma Pi Beta Rho brothers,
celebrated the wedding of Katie Friend (’05) and Ryan McByrne; Class
of 2011 alums and former JMU lacrosse players Troy Sullivan and Caitlin
Gogoll celebrated their nuptials with plenty of Dukes in attendance.

You’re invited to the Alumni Online Community.

Join the Alumni Online Community, an exclusive benefit for JMU alumni. Sign up to gain
access to the alumni directory, make registering for events even easier, keep your
contact information current and share your news and accomplishments with Class Notes.

It’s easy to sign up. Go to alumni.jmu.edu/howtosignup to learn more.
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PICTURE THIS

Civic engagement
at Virginia’s Capitol
James Madison University encourages
widespread participation in civic life. One
such example of preparing students to
be educated and enlightened citizens is
the annual Student Government Association lobbying experience in Richmond,
Virginia. The trip allows students to meet
with state legislators and have meaningful conversations about matters of
concern to the student body.
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All that’s
missing is

You’re invited to the Alumni Online Community.

u!

Join the Alumni Online Community, an exclusive benefit for JMU alumni. Sign up to gain
access to the alumni directory, make registering for events even easier, keep your
contact information current and share your news and accomplishments with Class Notes.

It’s easy to sign up. Go to alumni.jmu.edu/howtosignup to learn more.
NNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNN

0 0 019 0 8 0 8 0
M R . DU K E D O G
800 S. M A I N ST R EET
H A R R I S ON B U R G VA 2 2 8 0 7– 0 0 0 0

You’ll need your alumni identification code to register. The code is the 10-digit number
located above your name on the mailing label. Or, check your email inbox for an email
invitation from JMU to join the online community that includes the code. You can
also email alumni@jmu.edu or call 540-568–6234 for more information.

BEST IN VIRGINIA!
By winning 66 percent of all of
its athletics contests in 2015-16,
JMU topped all 14 Division I
institutions in Virginia.*
JMU’s all-sport crown was
its fourth overall and first
since 1995 (.611).

66%
jmusports.com

*A L L-S P O R T S U R V E Y B Y T H E V I R G I N I A S P O R T S I N F O R M AT I O N D I R E C T O R S
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Taking on
every challenge
Honors student Margo Deihl (‘16) knew
what she wanted from her college experience: "I've always wanted to do the very
best possible in everything,” she says.
And she seized numerous opportunities. A
biology major in the pre-med program, she
minored in music and nonprofit studies,
played in the JMU Symphony Orchestra
and the Opera Orchestra, was heavily
involved in Baptist Collegiate Ministry,
and also served as a resident advisor
— and that’s the short list. Remarkably,
she didn’t allow her intense battle with
juvenile rheumatoid arthritis and scleroderma to deter her. In fact, her medical
condition informed her internship at
the National Office of the Arthritis
Foundation in Washington.
Deihl is planning a career as a
doctor and hopes to use her personal experiences to give her a
greater connection with patients.

P H OTOGR A P H BY M I KE M I R I EL LO (’09 M)

Be the Change for a brighter future! www.jmu.edu/BetheChange
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